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Executive summary
Purpose
The most recent version of the
Defense Language Proficiency Test
(DLPT5) differs from the previous
version (DLPT-IV) in many important
respects, not the least of which is a
greater emphasis on testing listening
comprehension with authentic materials. Many people taking the new
version of the test have performed
differently than on the DLPT-IV. This
has prompted questions about the
impact of passage-based factors on
comprehension for second language
(L2) listeners.
A review of the scientific literature
identified a number of passage-based
factors likely to affect L2 listening comprehension.2 However, the
research targeting these factors is
limited. The University of Maryland
Center for Advanced Study of
Language (CASL) conducted three
studies to explore the effects of some
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Purpose—To explore the effects of passage length, information density,
and working memory on second language (L2) listening comprehension.
Conclusions—The extent to which test developers and instructors need
to consider length and information density when selecting passages to test
or teach listening comprehension depends on the task listeners undertake.
Recall tasks are consistently affected by these factors, but multiple-choice
tasks are not. The listeners’ working memory capacity predicts performance
on both tasks, as do L2 proficiency levels. These results were consistent for
both native and nonnative speakers.
Relevance—The Defense Language Proficiency Test’s emphasis on
testing listening comprehension with authentic materials has led to a growing
interest in the passage-based factors that make L2 listening difficult. CASL’s
studies indicate that the amount and density of information presented do not
have a large impact on listening comprehension as measured by multiplechoice comprehension items.
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of these key variables on listening
comprehension, including passage
length, information density, and listeners’ working memory capacity, while
carefully controlling for other factors
like speech rate, speaker, and topic.3
The studies reported here measured
listening comprehension for native
and nonnative English speakers using
multiple-choice items designed to be
like those used on the DLPT5 and
recall items that required the listener
to remember specific words heard in
the listening passage. The goal of this
research is twofold: to expand on what
is currently known about the influence of these passage-based factors on
listening comprehension and to clarify
the role they play in listening comprehension situations similar to those
found in the DLPT5.

CONCLUSIONS
CASL research supports the following
conclusions:

1

Participants’ L2 proficiency
predicted their response accuracy
for both recall and multiple-choice
items.

As expected, the English listening
proficiency of nonnative speakers
strongly predicted accuracy on recall
and multiple-choice comprehension
items. This result, while unsurprising,
does indicate that the comprehension
items in this study were sensitive to
differences in the listening proficiency
level of the participants. This conclusion is further bolstered by the finding
that native English speakers showed
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considerably higher accuracy on both
types of comprehension items than did
nonnative speakers.

2

Neither the length nor the
information density of passages
consistently affected participants’
performance on multiple-choice
comprehension items.

The response accuracy for multiplechoice items did not differ systematically with either increasing levels
of length or between medium- and
high-density passages. This result was
found for both nonnative and native
speakers of English. These results
suggest that length and information
density are not important factors when
L2 listening comprehension is measured with multiple-choice items.

3

4

Both length and information
density affected participants’
performance on recall items.

Log-odds of correct response

Short passages

Participants with lower working
memory capacity understood less
than those with higher working
memory capacity.

In addition to exploring the effects
of passage length and information
density, CASL measured participants’
working memory capacity to determine
the extent to which individual differences in working memory affected
listening comprehension. As expected,

Length and information density of the
passage impacted accuracy of recall
for nonnative and native speakers.
Participants recalled more words

3.5

accurately when the listening passages
were short (~1 minute) rather than long
(~3 minutes), and when the passages’
information density was medium
rather than high. For native speakers,
an effect of density appeared only for
passages that were also long. For nonnative speakers, high-density passages
were more difficult than mediumdensity passages regardless of length.
The results suggest that the information density of a passage is more likely
to have an impact on the listening comprehension of native speakers when the
passage is difficult due to other factors,
such as being longer.

Medium passages

individuals with higher working memory capacity understood the passages
more accurately; this was reflected in
the results for both the multiple-choice
and recall items.
The role of working memory
capacity diminished for the nonnative speakers when their English
listening proficiency was taken into
account. This suggests that working
memory affects performance both
on the English proficiency test (the
listening comprehension portion of the
Versant™ Pro Speaking test) and on
the multiple-choice and recall comprehension items.
The relationship between working
memory capacity and performance on
multiple-choice comprehension items
differed little between the varying levels of passage length and information
density (Figure 1). This was also true
for performance on the recall items.
This indicates that the effects of length
and information density (where present) cannot be entirely attributed to an
increased load on working memory.

Long passages

3.0
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2.0
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Spanish NS medium density
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Figure 1. Performance on multiple-choice items did not consistently vary by the length or density of the passage for native speakers
(NS) or nonnative speakers. The impact of working memory capacity on performance was also similar in all conditions.
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RELEVANCE
Although density and length did not
consistently impact accuracy on multiple-choice items, they did affect accuracy on recall items, suggesting that
these factors do have an impact on L2
listening comprehension. When presenting listeners with tasks other than
multiple-choice items, test developers
and instructors should be aware of how
the length and density of the listening
passages can affect performance.
Although individual differences in
working memory capacity predict performance on both recall and multiplechoice, they do not interact with
either length or density in predicting
performance. Thus, increasing levels
of length or density do not seem to differentially impact listeners with higher
or lower working memory capacity.
In addition, for recall measures, L2
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listening proficiency may override the
impact of working memory on performance.
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T

his report describes a set of three studies investigating the effects of passage length and

information density on listening comprehension of English passages for native (L1) and non-native (L2)
listeners (native Arabic and Spanish speakers). Study 1 investigates the impact of passage length (in
syllables) on L2 listening comprehension when other text-based factors, such as speech rate, speaker
gender, and topic, are controlled. Both Studies 2a and 2b investigate the effects on listening
comprehension of information density (operationalized as type/token ratio) and passage length. Study 2a
explores the impact of these factors on native listener comprehension, while Study 2b examines their
impact with non-native listeners.2 Because information density and passage length were independently
manipulated in Studies 2a and 2b, it was also possible to investigate interactions between these factors. In
addition, Studies 2a and 2b measured participants’ working memory capacity so as to determine the
extent to which individual differences in working memory played a role in the effects of passage length
and information density.
 Study 1: The first study investigated the effects of passage length (in syllables)3 on non-native
listening comprehension. Participants were native Arabic speakers with an intermediate level of
English proficiency (Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) 2/2+). Length, in number of
syllables, was systematically varied for passages while the topic, speakers, information density,
and speech rate (4 syllables per second) were kept constant across lengths. The range of lengths
investigated extends both below and above those of the Level 2 passages used in the Defense
Language Proficiency Test (DLPT5). Performance on recall items was poorer for the long length
passages relative to short passages; however, there was no effect of length on accuracy of

1

2
3

Authorship is listed in reverse alphabetical order except for Alexandra Ralph, who joined the project towards the
end. All other authors contributed substantially and at roughly equal levels to this report, each with their own
particular expertise.
Results of Studies 1 and 2a have been reported elsewhere (Wayland et al., 2013) but are updated here with
additional data, analyses, and interpretations.
As described in the literature review beginning on page 5, length of passage has been defined in a variety of ways
across studies. Readers should understand that all references to length in the current studies correspond to passage
length in syllables. Because speech rate was held constant across all passages at 4 syllables per second, length also
corresponds to number of seconds.
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responses to the multiple-choice items. English listening proficiency, as indicated by the listening
comprehension subscore of the Versant™ Pro Speaking test, significantly predicted performance
on both recall and multiple-choice items but did not interact with length.


Study 2a: The second study examined the effects of information density (density of idea units,
operationalized as type/token ratio [TTR]4) and passage length on listening comprehension for
native listeners (L1 English) when other factors (e.g., speech rate) were controlled. Density and
length were independently manipulated in the listening passages to allow for their separate effects
and interactions to be investigated. The results for length replicated the findings from Study 1;
there was no consistent impact of length on performance for the multiple-choice items, but length
affected recall item performance. Density also affected performance on recall but did not
consistently impact multiple-choice item performance. For recall items, recall item accuracy was
lower for long passages, and the impact of length was exacerbated by high density. In addition,
individuals with greater working memory capacity showed superior comprehension under all
conditions of length and density, as reflected in the results for both the multiple-choice and word
recall tasks. The impact of working memory capacity was surprisingly similar across all
conditions, indicating that, while the effects of passage length varied depending on information
density, the impact of these factors cannot be attributed solely to demands on working memory.



Study 2b: The last study replicated the second study but with non-native listeners (L1 Spanish)
rather than native listeners (L1 English). The results of this study indicate that both length and
density affected comprehension for non-native listeners, but the pattern of the effect again
differed for the multiple-choice comprehension task and the recall task. For the multiple-choice
items, there was no consistent effect of length or density on performance. However, performance
on recall items was worse when passages were longer or denser. Length and density did not
interact as they did for native English speakers. As with the native English speakers, working
memory capacity predicted performance across all length and density levels, but this relationship
was attenuated when English listening proficiency was taken into account.

Results across the three studies indicate that the impact of passage length and information density on
listening comprehension will depend on the listeners’ task. For multiple-choice comprehension items,
length and density do not consistently affect response accuracy for either native or non-native listeners.
However, performance on recall items is affected by both length and density of the listening passage.
Further, although these factors affect recall performance for both native and non-native listeners, density
has an effect for native listeners only when a passage’s difficulty has already been increased through
length. In addition, although working memory capacity predicts performance on multiple-choice and
recall comprehension items, it does not interact with length or density; this suggests that the effects of
length and density cannot be explained through increased working memory load alone.

4

The type/token ratio is based on the number of unique words (types) in the passage relative to the total number of
words (tokens).
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FACTORS AFFECTING SECOND LANGUAGE LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Listening in a second language (L2) is challenging for a number of reasons. Listening involves realtime processing, generally without the option of referring back to earlier sections of the passage (Buck,
2001; Cutler, Dahan, & van Donselaar, 1997). While most reading situations allow the reader to have
complete control of the rate at which text is received, listeners have much less control over the speed of
delivery (Osada, 2004). In addition, in comprehending spoken language, word boundaries must be
inferred from a variety of lexical and phonological cues (e.g., Cutler et al., 1997). While these demands
are fundamental to the act of listening, other factors that may affect comprehension difficulty vary across
passages, such as speech rate and the presence of infrequent vocabulary. It is important to systematically
investigate how these variable factors impact listening comprehension to determine how difficult a given
passage will be for an L2 learner to understand.
Most L2 comprehension research has focused on reading rather than listening, possibly because the
process of reading is more easily observed and manipulated (Osada, 2004). Thus, there remains a great
deal that is not known about how qualities of a passage affect listening comprehension for L2 learners.
The lack of research in this area is particularly problematic for language instructors, who select and create
classroom listening materials, and for language test developers, who must determine the difficulty of
listening materials. Below, we briefly review the available research on how passage length and
information density impact L2 listening comprehension. In addition, we discuss research examining the
role of working memory capacity in L2 listening comprehension and discuss how individual differences
in working memory capacity may determine the impact of length and density.
Passage length

One factor of concern in L2 listening comprehension is the extent to which listeners can cope with
the amount of information that is presented for processing (Alderson et al., 2006; Bejar, Douglas,
Jamieson, Nissan, & Turner, 2000; Carroll, 1977, as cited in Dunkel, 1991, p. 440; Dunkel, 1991; Rost,
2006). As mentioned above, listening comprehension is unlike reading because it occurs in real time.
Generally speaking, listeners do not have the option of going back to something they failed to
comprehend. Instead, the result of such a failure will be an inability to attend to new information as
listeners invest additional time in attempting to understand what they missed, or an inability to
comprehend later information because it relies on the understanding of earlier missed information (Goh,
2000; O'Malley, Chamot, & Küpper, 1989). The more information presented by a passage, the more
opportunities are present for a derailment of comprehension and the more cases of interdependency
between pieces of information a listener is likely to encounter. Longer passages may also be more likely
to overwhelm listeners’ working memory storage capacity by providing a larger amount of information
for the listener to retain and integrate with incoming information (Henning, 1991).
Despite these compelling arguments for an effect of passage length, research studies examining the
effects of passage length on L2 listening comprehension suggest that length is not a strong factor in
predicting difficulty (e.g., Nissan, DeVincenzi, & Tang, 1996). Studies that do find a relationship find one
that is weak (Henning, 1991) or qualified by interactions (Carrell, Dunkel, & Mollaun, 2002). One reason
for the lack of consistent effects of length on listening comprehension may be that the range of compared
lengths varies greatly across studies (e.g., 2.5 versus 5 minutes in Carrell et al., 2002; 10 words versus 30
words in Henning, 1991). In addition, many studies investigating length did not manipulate the length of
listening materials independently of other factors that may impact comprehension difficulty (e.g., Moyer,
2006), making it impossible to determine how much of the observed effect (if there is an effect) was due
to differences in passage length.
While the lack of consistent results may be due to problems of study design and differences in the
range of lengths examined across studies, this pattern may also be due to passage length’s relationship to
other variables like redundancy (when information is presented more than once through repetition,
elaboration, or other methods). Research findings indicate that additional information that is redundant
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helps rather than hinders L2 listening comprehension. Gainer (1997) found that dialogue passages where
key information presented by the first speaker was echoed by the second speaker (e.g., Speaker 1: He was
born in 1955. Speaker 2: Born in 1955), yielded superior comprehension for both higher- and lowerproficiency listeners, compared to a shorter, unmodified version of the same passage. Chiang and Dunkel
(1992) explored the effects of redundancy presented in the form of paraphrasing (The food of the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country is very hearty and delicious. Hearty and delicious food is nourishing and
tasty, p. 354) and found that this redundancy improved comprehension for higher-proficiency listeners,
even though the passage containing redundant information was longer.
It is important to note, however, that not all redundant information will be equally beneficial to
comprehension or helpful for listeners of all levels of proficiency. Chaudron (1983) examined the effects
of five types of topic restatements, with differing syntactic complexity and psychological salience, on L2
listening comprehension. Participants showed the worst performance on comprehension items when
redundancy was presented in its least salient form (synonyms: They are selling beer at the picnic. The
brew tastes terrific, p. 441), but higher-proficiency participants understood more than did medium- or
lower-proficiency participants when hearing more complex types of redundancy (such as nouns repeated
in rhetorical questions [What about the beer? It tastes terrific, p. 443]). Lower- and medium-proficiency
listeners benefitted most from exactly repeated nouns (What about the beer? The beer tastes terrific, p.
441). Gainer’s findings are consistent with Chaudron’s (1983) finding that redundancy in the form of
immediate, exact repetition (high saliency redundancy) is beneficial for both lower- and higherproficiency listeners. In turn, Chiang and Dunkel (1992) found that paraphrase, a more complex form of
redundancy (per Chaudron, 1983), benefitted comprehension for higher but not lower-proficiency
listeners, consistent with Chaudron’s (1983) findings. Thus, when considering whether the length of a
passage is due to redundant information or unique information, it is also important to consider the type of
redundancy to predict how difficult the passage will be for L2 listeners to comprehend.
Information density

One rationale behind examining passage length as a factor in L2 listening comprehension is the
belief that a greater processing load is introduced by longer passages (Carroll, 1977, as cited in Dunkel,
1991, p. 440; Dunkel, 1991, p. 440; Henning, 1991; Rost, 2006). If this is the explanation for passage
length’s effect, how much information a passage presents, rather than just word or syllable count, may be
a more predictive factor for comprehension difficulty than is overall passage length. Information has been
defined several ways in the literature: content words (e.g., a noun, verb, adjective, or adverb, Nissan et al.,
1996); words with independent meaning (e.g., mother vs. a, Gilmore, 2004); and propositions (the
smallest unit of knowledge that can stand alone as a separate true-false statement, Dunkel, Henning, &
Chaudron, 1993). Most measures of information density involve dividing the number of pieces of
information in a passage by the total number of words in the passage or the duration of the passage (i.e.,
capturing how packed a passage is with information, given its length). Sometimes measures of density
only include those pieces of information that have not been previously given in the passage in the
numerator (i.e., they control for redundancy, Aiken, Thomas, & Shennum, 1975); these measures directly
capture the density of the unique information in a passage. Like passage length, greater information
density is believed to make higher cognitive demands of L2 listeners, which in turn increases the effort
involved in listening comprehension (Gilmore, 2004).
Buck and Tatsuoka (1998) found that the proportion of content words to all words surrounding the
item-necessary information was a significant predictor of item difficulty. Rupp, Garcia, and Jamieson
(2001) explored how information density in a passage or text affected the difficulty of L2 listening and
reading comprehension items and found information density to be an important variable for predicting
item difficulty. They examined the relationship between type/token ratio (TTR), a measure of information
density, and comprehension difficulty for a reading task and a listening task. TTR emerged as a
significant predictor of item difficulty, with test items for passages with higher information density being
more difficult for the listener.

© 2013 University of Maryland. All rights reserved.
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TTR is a measure of lexical diversity that represents the proportion of types (unique words) to tokens
(all words) in a passage. However, TTR can also be construed as a measure of information density that
accounts for redundancy, as the count of types is dominated by content words over function words (e.g.,
shirt is less likely to be repeated in a particular passage than is her, the, or however). Further, some
manners of defining unique for the purpose of counting types can lead to a TTR that represents more the
density of novel information in a passage rather than simply the density of unique words in a passage. For
instance, Richards (1987) presented a list of rules for defining types that excludes inflected forms of
already presented words (e.g., running is not a new type if run is already present; be is not a new type if
was is present). This manner of defining type results in synonyms for previously presented words (e.g.,
run and race) but not inflected forms of previously presented words (e.g., run and running) increasing the
diversity of a passage. Given that non-native speakers are less sensitive to more complex forms of
redundancy (e.g., Chaudron, 1983), it is likely that non-native speakers may not recognize that synonyms
relay redundant information. Thus, TTR (with type defined in this more exclusive way) may represent the
density of novel information in a passage for non-native speakers (more information about the way type
was defined in the current studies is provided in the Density Manipulations section).
None of the above studies directly manipulated the level of information density in passages while
holding other factors constant; rather, they examined passages where this factor freely varied along with a
number of other factors, such as topic and vocabulary. However, relevant research suggests that
information density does impact listening comprehension. As with length, an investigation of how
information density impacts L2 listening comprehension when other relevant factors are controlled is
necessary to clarify the importance of this factor.
Working memory

Understanding a foreign language requires several general cognitive abilities. One such ability is
working memory, typically defined as the capacity to attend to, temporarily store, and process incoming
information. Listeners with a greater working memory capacity understand more of what they hear when
they are listening to their non-native language than listeners with a lower working memory capacity
(Harrington & Sawyer, 1992). Miyake and Friedman (1998, p. 348) described a study performed by
Miyake, Friedman, and Osaka (1998) exploring the causal relations between working memory and L2
listening comprehension. The results revealed an impact of working memory on syntactic processing;
participants with higher working memory capacity were able to make better use of syntactic information
when comprehending the L2 and demonstrated a level of sensitivity to particular syntactic cues that was
near native-listener levels. Further evidence for the role of working memory on syntactic processing was
reported by McDonald (2006), who found that working memory correlated significantly with the accuracy
of grammaticality judgments of spoken L2 sentences. In sum, the available research evidence suggests
that individuals’ working memory capacity affects L2 listening comprehension.
The factors discussed above (rate, length, density, and redundancy) are likely to impact the L2
listener’s available working memory. In general, the more information held in working memory during a
task, the greater the demands on working memory (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Passages with longer length
may overwhelm working memory for L2 listeners, because it presents a large amount of information to be
stored and manipulated. Because of the challenges for working memory already presented by L2 listening
(e.g., retrieval of the meaning of L2 words), the effect of length may be more apparent for L2 listeners
than it is for L1 listeners. Similarly, passages with greater information density will likely increase
working memory demands during listening comprehension by presenting more information for processing
in the same amount of time. However, in considering how passages of a longer length or greater density
tax working memory, it is important to consider whether the information is unique or redundant.
Redundancy, because it reinforces previously given information, may decrease working memory demands,
particularly if the form of redundancy has low complexity and high salience (i.e., it is easily recognized as
redundant) or if the listener has higher L2 listening proficiency. Furthermore, the effect of a passagebased factor like length or density on L2 listening comprehension is likely to depend on the working
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memory capacity of the listener; while a listener with higher working memory capacity may experience
little change in comprehension difficulty as information density increases, a listener with lower working
memory capacity may be greatly affected by increases in density.
Summary

Although relevant research in the L2 listening comprehension literature suggests that length is not a
strong determiner of comprehension difficulty, existing studies have not explored the impact of length
when other factors were held constant across passages. Similarly, although previous studies have found
some support for the role of information density in L2 listening comprehension difficulty, these studies
have failed to manipulate density directly while controlling for other aspects of the listening passages. To
address the gaps in the literature and investigate the effects of length and density in a more controlled
design, we conducted three studies. In Study 1, we studied the effects of passage length on L2 listening
comprehension while holding constant other factors, like topic, number of speakers in the passage,
information density, and speech rate. In Study 2a, we examined the impact of information density,
defined as the type/token ratio (TTR) of the passage, on listening comprehension for short, medium, and
long passages with native speakers. In Study 2b, we replicated the design of Study 2a with non-native
speakers. Further, in both Studies 2a and 2b, we examined individual differences in working memory
capacity and how the effects of passage length and information density changed as listeners’ capacity
increases.
We selected TTR as our operationalization of information density for two reasons. First, although
TTR is generally depicted as a measure of lexical diversity rather than density, we defined type in line
with Richards (1987) so as to capture more than simply the exact replication of previously given words.
Second, we wished to independently manipulate density and length of the passage while maintaining the
basic information conveyed by the passage. It is nearly impossible to manipulate these two factors
independently when using other measures of density without also altering the ideas conveyed in the
passage. Replacing a content word with a function word (i.e., defining information as in Nissan, et al.,
1996) or removing a proposition (i.e., defining information as in Kintsch, 1974) invariably changes the
meaning of the passage or reduces its length.

STUDY 1: EFFECT OF PASSAGE LENGTH ON NON-NATIVE LISTENING
COMPREHENSION
Previous investigations of the impact of passage length on L2 listening comprehension have
produced mixed results. However, these studies have not fully controlled for other factors likely to impact
listening comprehension, such as passage topic, speaker, or speech rate. The purpose of Study 1 was to
examine the impact of length, in syllables, on listening comprehension measures when other factors are
held constant.
MATERIALS
Passages

All three studies reported here were based on the same set of listening materials. We created these
materials to systematically and independently manipulate length (in syllables) and density (TTR) while
maintaining passage topic, speech rate, and speaker(s) constant. While this study uses only the passages
with a medium density and varying in length, we will describe the process by which we developed the full
set of materials.
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The original listening passages were selected from the set (audio and transcripts) presented in the
National Foreign Language Center’s (NFLC’s) Introduction to Passage Rating course (2005). NFLC
documentation leveled four of these passages at ILR Level 2 and six at ILR Level 3 proficiency,
according to the NFLC.5 Researchers selected two additional passages from WTOP (a local radio station
in Washington, DC) news broadcasts and leveled these internally as ILR 2, with that level confirmed by a
DLIFLC passage rating expert. All of the passages are similar to the types of passages used on the DLPT,
which is the official test of record for foreign language proficiency for military and government
employees. The original passages were genuine samples of spoken English recordings, in that they were
created for native speakers by native speakers (i.e., they were not created for the purpose of educating
non-native speakers in English or with the explicit intent of being intelligible to non-native speakers) and
were not created for testing purposes. A sample passage can be found in Appendix A.
The manipulations of length and density described in this section involved working with the
transcripts of the NFLC passages. When professional voice talent recorded the passages, they listened to
the audio recordings of the original passages and emulated, as closely as possible, the speaking style of
the original speakers.
Length manipulations

Researchers created three different length versions of each of the 12 base passages: short = 213–243
syllables; medium = 328–398 syllables; and long = 699–756 syllables. The original passages differed in
length; in cases where the base passage did not contain enough syllables for the long-length version (i.e.,
when its length was below the targeted range of ~700‒750 syllables), additional content on the same topic
and in the same style was added to the passages with the intent of avoiding information redundant with
previously presented information. To obtain shorter length versions from a longer base passage, segments
of the passage were deleted with an effort to maintain the coherence of the passage. Deleted and added
information was distributed across the entire passage and attention was paid to ensuring that each length
version conveyed the same basic information to the listener. The research team evaluated the length
manipulations to ensure that all versions were coherent and not excessively redundant.
Appendix B shows the number of syllables for each version of the individual passages, based on
counts generated from www.syllablecount.com.
Density manipulations

The type/token ratio is based on the number of unique words (types) in the passage relative to the
total number of words (tokens). TTR controls for exact repetition by counting each occurrence of a word
as a type only once. However, as discussed above, this measure can go beyond simply representing the
redundancy of a passage by treating words from the same word families as instances of the same type
(e.g., the appearance of the words dog and dogs would be counted as two tokens of one type), as in Rupp
et al. (2001), or by treating all transformations of a root word as tokens of a single type (e.g., is, are, been,
etc. as tokens of be, as in Richards, 1987). There are several methods of defining type, from treating each
new lexical item that is not perfectly identical to a previous item as a new type (e.g., dog and dogs would
be counted as different types) to more stringent definitions that take into account inflection and other
transformations of the root, counting versions of the root as tokens of the same type (e.g., help, helps,
helping will count as three tokens of a single type). The definition of type used in the current passage
manipulations largely adopted the set of rules presented by Richards (1987, p. 204):

5

More information about the NFLC passage rating course may be found at
http://www.nflc.org/projects/language/pr#.Ud2MLZyDn-A. Further information about the abilities involved at each
ILR level can be found at http://www.govtilr.org/skills/ILRscale3.htm.
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Inflected and non-inflected forms (e.g., helping and help) of the same stem count as a single
type.
Contractions of subject and predicate (e.g., I’m, she’s) are treated as two words. Full and
contracted forms (e.g., am as it forms a part of both I am and I’m) are treated as a single type.
Contractions of the verb and negative particle (e.g., can’t) count as one token. These verb
forms count as separate types from the corresponding affirmative forms.
Possessives are different types than names without the possessive ’s. Thus, Sarah and Sarah’s
would count as different types.
Hyphenated words count as one word.

In contrast with Richards (1987), the definition of type we used included interjections (e.g., oh) in
order to be consistent with the decision to include hesitations (e.g., ah, um) and false starts (e.g., Well I…Well, that’s…), elements that Richards did not address. We believe these non-lexical items should be
included in any calculation of TTR because they may not be familiar to L2 listeners, and thus may pose
the same comprehension challenge for these listeners as do lexical items. Further, non-hyphenated
compound nouns (e.g., United Nations) were not treated as a single type, unlike in Richards (1987), in
part because L2 learners may not have lexicalized these compounds. Finally, for ease of calculation, the
type definition adopted for the passage manipulations did not distinguish between verb forms in their
auxiliary or main verb roles (e.g., do).
Researchers created two TTR levels of each of the three length versions of the twelve passages:
medium density (0.59–0.65 and high density (0.69–0.74).



To decrease the TTR, unique words were replaced with tokens of previously given types (e.g.,
assisting was replaced with helping if the verb help was already present in the passage).
To increase TTR, tokens of previously given types were replaced with unique types (e.g.,
helping was replaced with assisting if the verb help was already present in the passage).

TTR can be manipulated while maintaining the syllable count in the passage, as shown below:
Base passage
The United Nations refugee agency cares for nearly 20 million people who were forced to flee
their homes because of war. More than a third of them are between the ages of 12 and 24. The
agency says young refugees must be given every opportunity possible to develop their potential.
They must be given the help and protection they deserve. More than 70 countries are marking
World Refugee Day with special events. Some are holding rock or classical music concerts. A
number of local and worldwide celebrities are lending their fame to publicize the plight of
refugees—young and old.
Tokens replaced with types (increased TTR)―changes are underlined
The United Nations refugee agency provides support for nearly 20 million people who were
forced to flee their homes because of war. A large number of them are between the ages of 12 and
24 years old. The group says young refugees need to receive every opportunity possible to
develop their potential. They must be given the help and protection they deserve. Over 70
different countries are marking World Refugee Day with special events. Some are holding rock or
classical music concerts. Many local and worldwide celebrities are lending their fame to publicize
the plight of refugees—of all ages.
Types replaced with tokens (decreased TTR)
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The United Nations refugee agency cares for some 20 million people who had to flee their nations
because of war. More than a third of the refugees are between the ages of 12 and 24. The agency
says young refugees must be given every opportunity possible to develop their potential. Younger
people must be given the help and protection they deserve. More than 70 nations are marking
World Refugee Day with special events. Some are having rock or classical music events. Some
local and worldwide celebrities are giving their help to publicize the plight of refugees—young
and old.
The base passage has 100 words, 160 syllables, and a TTR of 0.68. To increase TTR (the second
version), 20 words with 25 syllables were replaced with 17 words with 25 syllables, introducing eight
new types and bringing the type/token ratio to 0.78. In the third version, TTR was decreased by replacing
15 words that had 23 syllables with 14 words that had 23 syllables. This removed 10 types and brought
the TTR to 0.59. Note that because these passages are very short (~100 words, 160 syllables), it is more
difficult to decrease the TTR and the effects of doing so are more obvious because there are simply fewer
types to choose from when replacing types with tokens. Further, TTR calculated across an entire passage
has a strong negative correlation with passage word count (see, e.g., Covington & McFall, 2010; Malvern
& Richards, 2002), resulting in a relatively high TTR for the base passage in the example above.
Appendix C shows the densities (TTRs) for each individual passage. These TTRs were calculated in
two steps. First, the original passage transcript was submitted to a machine stemmer and part-of-speech
tagger called Machinese 4.9.1 at http://www.connexor.ed/technology/machinese/demo/tagger/index.html. This
program automatically converts words to their uninflected forms. Researchers manually checked all of the
Machinese output for accuracy and to remove extraneous punctuation. Next, researchers used the Moving
Average Type/Token Ratio calculator (MATTR; Covington & McFall, 2010) to measure TTR. MATTR
calculates TTR iteratively for passage sections (windows) of a fixed token length, moving one word
forward in the passage for each successive window; final TTR level is the average across all windows.
This method of measuring TTR greatly reduced the relationship between passage length and TTR
(Covington & McFall, 2010). The length and density manipulations resulted in the creation of six
different versions of each of the 12 passages―two densities (medium and high) for each of the three
lengths.
Passage recording

We employed professional voice actors to record each of the six versions of the set of twelve
passages (72 passages total). The same voice actor played the same role in each version of each passage,
to control for potential effects of speaker across length and density versions. We provided recordings of
the original NFLC passages to voice actors and instructed them to emulate the original speaker as much
as possible. Passages were re-recorded with voice actors as needed to attain an acceptable level of
comprehensibility and the appearance of authenticity. Test developers from DLIFLC approved the final
versions of these passages.
Speech rate manipulations

We first needed to identify a speech rate for passages for use in the current studies which would
yield acceptable levels of comprehension for non-native speakers of English (i.e., not too fast to greatly
impede comprehension) yet would sound natural to native speakers (i.e., not too slow as to sound strange
or inauthentic). Previous research has reported a wide range of acceptable or ideal speech rates for nonnative speakers, though these studies did not investigate whether the “best” speech rate was one that
sounded authentic to native listeners.
Two pilot studies were used to identify the speech rate to be used in the present studies. First, 15
native speakers of English were asked to rate the comprehensibility, naturalness, and perceived speech
rate of the twelve listening passages when presented at five different speech rates (3.0–5.0
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syllables/second in steps of 0.5). Results indicated that participants were sensitive to the speech rate
manipulations: ratings of how fast the passage sounded increased linearly with speech rate. Ratings of
ease of comprehensibility and naturalness indicated the pilot participants found both the slower and faster
passages harder to understand. Based on these results, we selected the speech rates of 3.5 syllables per
second, 4.0 syllables per second, and 4.5 syllables per second for use in a second pilot study involving
non-native speakers. The medium-length, medium-density version of the twelve passages described above
were presented to 34 non-native English speakers from the same L1 background (Arabic) at 3.5, 4.0, or
4.5 syllables/second. Pilot participants performed best on comprehension items for passages presented at
4.0 syllables/second, so we selected this speech rate for use in Studies 1, 2a, and 2b. This speech rate is
much faster than those identified as ideal for non-native speakers in the studies of British English
(between 1.93 and 2.85 syllables per second; Griffiths, 1990) and Hebrew (3 syllables per second;
Rosenhouse, Haik, &Kishon-Rabin, 2006), but it is slightly slower those that observed by Derwing and
Munro (2001) when they tested comprehension of American English by non-native speakers (4.9
syllables per second).
The relative speech rates of the recordings of each length and density version of the 12 passages (6
versions of each passage, total) were adjusted to 4.0 syllables per second using the Pitch Synchronous
Overlap and Add (PSOLA) algorithm (Moulines & Charpentier, 1990). This resulted in short passages of
53‒61 seconds, medium passages of 82‒100 seconds, and long passages of 175‒189 seconds.
Passages used in Study 1

Study 1 assessed the impact of length on L2 listening comprehension when other factors (e.g.,
density) were held constant. Study 1 presented participants with the short, medium, and long versions of
each passage having the medium level of information density (TTR).
L2 listening comprehension measures
All three studies presented participants with the same set of multiple-choice comprehension items (2
per passage). In addition, participants in each study were asked to recall a small number of words (4‒6)
for each passage; due to differences in the actual verbiage used between length and density versions of the
passage, these items differed slightly across passage versions.
Comprehension questions

The L2 Listening Comprehension team worked closely with DLIFLC to ensure that the
comprehension test items resembled those that appear on the DLPT5.
Researchers developed the comprehension items such that they would be appropriate for all length
and density versions of the passage. Two items were developed per passage. Using the “DLPT5 Lower
Range Multiple-Choice Test Specifications” document as a guide, an effort was made during item
development to match the item type distribution (e.g., the number of comprehension items that target
global vs. non-global information in the passage) and skills (e.g., the listeners’ ability to understand the
main ideas, major details, and implications of the passages) recommended for Level 2 and Level 3
passages that assess listening proficiency in the DLPT item development specifications. The multiplechoice comprehension items were reviewed by a CASL researcher with extensive experience in second
language test development (Steven Ross).
Researchers conducted two rounds of pilot testing with a small number of native speakers to
determine if any of the items could be keyed without listening to the passages. Items were eliminated or
revised based on the results. For Study 1, the finalized English items were translated into Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA), reviewed by two highly proficient Arabic readers, and piloted with five native
Arabic speakers to ensure that the translated items could not be keyed without listening to the passages.
For Study 2b, the finalized English items were translated into Spanish, reviewed by two highly proficient
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Spanish readers, and piloted with five native Spanish speakers. See Appendix D for examples of multiplechoice comprehension questions.
Recall items

Tasks involving recall of specific words presented in listening materials have been argued to be
somewhat unnatural (Hummel, 1993). Nonetheless, recall tasks have been used in several previous studies
to measure the listening comprehension of both native and non-native listeners (e.g., Brett, 1997;
Cervantes & Gainer, 1992; Conrad, 1985; 1989). Further, ability to recall the exact words used in a
listening passage is facilitated by knowing that a recall test is forthcoming (Gurevich, Johnson, &
Goldberg, 2010).
Recall items displayed excerpts from the passage and required participants to fill in missing words
(indicated by a blank space in the phrase or sentence) using exactly the same words heard in the passage.
Items appeared in the same order as presented in the passage.
Because the length and TTR manipulations involved removing, adding, or replacing words in the
passages, it was impossible to create one identical set of recall items applicable for all six versions of the
passage. Instead, researchers developed sets of four to five recall items (contexts plus blanks for the cued
words) for each density level of a given passage. The root word (e.g., kick with one version cuing kicking
and another cuing kicked) cued for each item was identical across the three levels of length for each
passage, but the context provided for the cued word varied somewhat because of differences in the actual
words spoken in the different length passages. Whenever possible, the same root word was cued for all
three density versions of a passage. Cued words were content words selected to be more likely to be
known by participants (i.e., not low frequency words or proper names).
Recall items were piloted with five native speakers of English to determine if the cued word could
be guessed without having listened to the passage, and revisions were made as necessary. All recall items
were in English for all three studies. An example of the six versions of a finalized recall item is provided
in Appendix E.
Comprehension measures used in Study 1

Study 1 presented participants with the short, medium, and long versions of each passage having the
medium level of TTR. Accordingly, Study 1 used the recall items corresponding to these versions of the
passages and the multiple-choice items, which were common to all six (3 length x 2 TTR) versions of
each passage, to measure comprehension.
Versant™ Pro Speaking test
Researchers included the Versant™ Pro Speaking test in the experiment materials to establish
participants’ English listening proficiency. All instructions for the Versant™ Pro test were translated into
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) for Study 1 to ensure acceptable comprehension of the tasks.6
The Versant™ Pro test took approximately 25 minutes to complete and involved eight tasks: Read
Aloud, Repeats, Short Answer Questions, Sentence Builds, Story Retelling, Response Selection,
Conversations, and Passage Comprehension (http://www.versanttest.com/products/proSpeaking.jsp;
Pearson, 2010). The latter three tasks contributed to the listening comprehension subscore. In Response
Selection, participants use a multiple-choice format to select the most appropriate response to a spoken
utterance. In Conversations, participants listen to a conversation followed by a question and then answer
the question with a few words. In Passage Comprehension, participants listen to a passage followed by

6

An English version of the Versant™ Pro test instructions was on hand during all experiment sessions if the
participants preferred to read the instructions in English.
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three questions and then answer each question with a few words. Although the last two sections require
participants to speak their responses, no part of the test involves a dialogue between speakers, and thus
the listening comprehension assessment is best described as assessing non-participatory listening. Indeed,
every task in the Versant™ Pro is machine-scored and administered over the telephone. The listening
comprehension subscore was used as an objective measure of English listening comprehension level for
the participants in Studies 1 and 2b. Participants in Study 2a were all native speakers of English who did
not take the Versant™ Pro Speaking test.
All participants in Studies 1 and 2b received instructions on how to acquire their Versant™ Pro
Speaking test score report at the end of their experiment session. The report included an overall score as
well as scores for Listening Comprehension, Sentence Mastery, Vocabulary, Fluency, and Pronunciation.7
Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q)
We included a modified version of the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAPQ; Marian, Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya, 2007), translated into MSA for Study 1, and into Spanish for
Study 2b, to obtain further information about the language background of the participants. This
questionnaire includes items about age of acquisition for any foreign languages, number of years of
formal education, and current use activities with foreign languages. The English items of the LEAP-Q
used in the current studies are presented in Appendix F.
Participants
Fifty-two native Arabic speakers (46 male, 6 female) learning English participated in Study 1. The
majority (31) of these participants were native speakers of Arabic studying English at the Defense
Language Institute’s English Language Center (DLIELC) in San Antonio, Texas. For these participants,
instructors of the DLIELC’s English courses distributed the researchers’ contact information to those
students whom they believed to have the appropriate level of English listening proficiency for the study
(i.e., ILR 2/2+).8 One additional participant was recruited in San Antonio from outside the DLIELC
community. The remaining participants (20) were recruited in the College Park, Maryland area through
fliers, word of mouth, and contact with organizations likely to include a large proportion of native Arabic
speakers. Initial recruiting efforts did not employ any formal English language proficiency screener,
stipulating only that participants have an intermediate level of English proficiency; when recruiting
efforts shifted focus to a professional marketing firm, a phone screener was used to eliminate participants
who had a level of English proficiency too high for the current studies. This screener involved a set of
self-assessment items adapted from the ILR Self-Assessment of Foreign Language Listening Proficiency.
The ILR self-assessment consists of Yes/No can-do statements for different language levels (the
screening protocol in the current study used statements for Levels 1–3). Responding “Yes” to 9–15 of the
17 self-assessment items qualified an individual for participation in the study. The set of self-assessment
items is included in Appendix G.
All participants were required to take the Versant™ Pro Speaking test prior to the study. Listening
comprehension subscores on the Versant™ Pro Speaking test indicated that the English listening
proficiency of six of the participants was approximately ILR Level 1. In addition, the proficiency of three
participants was approximately ILR Level 3. Forty-three of the participants were at approximately ILR

Researchers and participants accessed all Versant™ score information via the Versant™ website:
http://versanttest.com/.
8
Level 2 in listening is described as Limited Working Proficiency (“Interagency Language Roundtable Language
Skill Level Descriptions: Listening”, 1985).
7
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Level 2 in their English listening proficiency according their Versant™ Pro Speaking test listening
comprehension subscore.9
Procedure
As noted above, participants took the Versant™ Pro Speaking test prior to the experiment session.
Consistent with the Versant™ test guidelines, participants were instructed to take the test using a landline
telephone.
Upon arriving at the test site, participants provided informed consent in writing and then completed
all experiment materials using an individual computer and headphones.
All task instructions were presented in MSA. First, participants provided their Versant™ Speaking
Pro test code in order to link their listening comprehension subscore to their responses. Participants next
completed the LEAP-Q and then the portion of the experiment involving listening passages, multiplechoice comprehension questions, and recall items. When administering this portion of Study 1,
researchers adhered to the procedure outlined in the Defense Language Proficiency Testing System 5
Framework (2010) as closely as possible. Item layout and response procedures were described in detail in
the instructions, and participants responded to a practice passage to familiarize themselves with the
passage play button and the format of the multiple-choice and recall items.
For each passage, participants first read an orientation statement in MSA and saw the multiplechoice comprehension questions (presented in MSA), which could be answered at any time. The play
button for the passage appeared under the multiple-choice questions, and participants could begin play of
the passage whenever they wished. Each passage played twice without pausing, with a tone sounding
between repetitions. Once participants finished answering the comprehension questions, they could press
the “Next” button to proceed to a screen with the set of recall items for that passage. The passage audio
was not available on the recall items screen. Participants typed their answers to the recall items in English
and could answer these items in any order. Participants were allowed to take a break halfway through the
test.
At the end of the study, participants were thanked, debriefed, and provided with their Versant™
Speaking Pro test scores.
Data analysis
Throughout this report, the dependent variable of interest was accuracy, coded as a dichotomous
variable (i.e., 1 = correct, 0 = incorrect). Because of the dichotomous nature of the outcome measure, we
analyzed the accuracy data via logistic regression. In these models, performance was modeled in terms of
the estimated log-odds of making a correct response and the effect of a predictor indicates the
corresponding change in log-odds (Gelman & Hill, 2007). Throughout all analyses, we included random
intercepts that varied by participant and passage; all experimental factors and covariates were included as

9

We defined ILR level 2/2+ as having Versant™ listening comprehension test scores between 41 and 68. We
selected this range based on several sources. Bernstein & De Jong (2001) found that the Versant™ test scores predict
proficiency levels on the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) scale of the Oral Interaction Skills
with reasonable accuracy. This information, in combination with a table published by the American University
Center of Provence (2012) that provided CEFR equivalencies to ILR levels allowed us to establish that people with
Versant™ scores between 47 and 68 were likely to listen at an ILR level of 2. This was corroborated separately when
we obtained the Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) scores of 16 of the students who had volunteered for our study.
These participants were all rated by their OPI assessment as being at Level 2 for both listening and speaking; their
overall scores on the Versant™ Speaking Test ranged from 42 to 66, while the listening comprehension subtest
scores ranged from 41 to 63. Based on these data, we decided that we would select participants who scored between
41 (the lower end of the range for the OPI-tested participants) and 68 (the upper end of the scores observed by
Bernstein & De Jong, 2001) on the Versant™ listening comprehension subtest.
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fixed effects. In Study 1, the analyses treated length (short, medium, and long) as a categorical variable,
and standardized Versant™ scores were included as a simple covariate . Mixed-effects (i.e., hierarchical)
logistic regression models were fit to the multiple-choice and recall comprehension data separately.
We implemented the logistic regression models within a Bayesian analytic framework. Details of the
model can be found in Appendix H: Details of Bayesian statistical analysis.
Motivation for using Bayesian methods

Bayesian methods offer a number of advantages; the most relevant to this study is the ability to draw
inferences regarding an effect being functionally equivalent to zero—i.e., one can affirm the null
hypothesis —by estimating the probability that a model parameter is zero or very near zero. This is done
by setting a Region of Practical Equivalence, or ROPE, which is a small range of values that are
considered to be equivalent in practice to the null value (i.e., a null range). If the 95% highest density
interval (HDI; a Bayesian confidence interval) falls entirely within the ROPE, then we can conclude that
the parameter is practically equivalent to zero. This is critical to the current study. One of the hypotheses
motivating this study was that passage length would not be a significant predictor of listening
comprehension. In other words, we hypothesized that the effects of length would be zero, which we can
estimate by examining the posterior distribution of the length effect parameters. To define the ROPE for
all three studies in this report, we assumed that if a switch between two conditions (or, for working
memory, a change of one standard deviation in working memory ability) corresponded to a maximum
change of +/− 5% accuracy or less, this would be considered a minimal change and would be practically
equivalent to a null effect. This corresponds to a beta parameter of 0.20 (since .20/4 = .05). Therefore, we
set the ROPE at +/− 0.20 for the length, density and working memory beta parameters across all analyses.
To foreshadow the analysis in Study 2b, the Bayesian analysis also provided a coherent method to
address missing data via data imputation. In the final sample for Study 2b, approximately 15% of
participants had no Versant™ Listening Comprehension subscore due to a variety of factors (e.g., failure to
provide sufficient responses for scoring, poor telephone connection, excessive background noise,
speaking too softly). It is well established that simpler methods for addressing missing data―either by
dropping any participant with missing data (i.e., case deletion) or selecting a single value to replace each
missing data point (e.g., mean replacement, hotdecking)―introduce bias to the resulting model
parameters that negatively impacts the validity of the analysis (e.g., Rubin, 1987, 1996). A more valid
alternative is to develop an imputation model to predict plausible values for each missing data point that
are conditioned on all observed data values, and then the analyst can incorporate these imputed values
into the substantive analysis. For details and validation of our imputation modeling approach, see
Appendix H.
The Bayesian mixed-effects logistic regression models were fit using the R2WinBUGS package
(Sturtz, Ligges, & Gelman, 2005) within the R statistical computing environment (R Development Core
Team, 2011). For a detailed description of the Bayesian modeling methods and model interpretation, see
Appendix H.
Prior distributions

In Bayesian analyses, the analyst must define prior distributions (or “priors”) for each model
parameter. The priors represent the state of knowledge or expectation regarding the model parameters
prior to data collection and analysis. More or less information can be integrated into the analysis by
setting more or less precise priors. If there is a substantial amount of evidence from previous research
regarding the magnitude and direction of an effect, this information can be represented by setting a very
precise (i.e., narrow) prior distribution on the effect, indicating that the analyst has a justifiable a priori
expectation about the effect. On the other hand, if there is little previous information about the effect, or if
the nature of the effect is uncertain, then the analyst can set a wide (or “weakly informative”) prior
distribution on the effect. This latter approach simply constrains the model to make unreasonably extreme
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parameterr values less likely a priorii, while still leetting the datta be the prim
mary source off information
driving th
he values obseerved in the posterior distriibution (Krusschke, 2011). For the curreent analysis, ssince
this is new
w research, we
w set weakly informative priors
p
so as too allow the daata to drive the results. Thee
detailed sp
pecification of
o the prior diistributions an
nd other detaiils on the moddel fitting proocedure are
presented in Appendix H.
Results
Versant™ Pro Speaking
g test

The distribution
d
of
o Versant™ listening comp
prehension sub
ubscores for participants in Study 1 is shhown
in Figure 1 below. Alth
hough a smalll number of participants
p
haad scores outsside the rangee correspondiing to
the targeteed 2/2+ ILR level,
l
the majority had scores that fell w
within the 41‒‒68 range. Priior to analysiss,
Versant™ scores were centered
c
at a value
v
of 55 (tthe median vaalue in the rannge of Versannt™ scores
correspon
nding to ILR Level
L
2 abilitiies) and stand
dardized.

Figure 1. Distribution
D
of Versant
V

™

listen
ning comprehen
nsion subscore
es for participants in Study 1.

Demograp
phic informatiion

Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 62 yearrs, with an avverage age of 30 and a meddian age of 288. The
o participantss (75%) reporrted having att least a collegge degree, wiith a sizable pproportion of these
majority of
individualls reporting post-baccalaur
p
reate educatio
on (~30% of tthe entire grouup of particippants). No
participan
nts reported haaving less thaan a high scho
ool level of edducation. Thee median lenggth of residencce in
a country where Englissh is spoken was
w 1 year (raange of 0–20 years of residdence) and thee median timee
ool environmeent where English is spokeen was 4 yearrs (range of 1 month to 21
spent in a work or scho
years). Seee Tables I-1 and
a I-2 in Ap
ppendix I for more
m
detailedd information on demograpphic descriptoors.
Multiple choice
c

Tablee 1 lists the saample size an
nd by-subject marginal meaans, standardd deviation (SD
D), and minim
mum
and maxim
mum values of
o the proporttion correct fo
or the multipl e-choice dataa. The data shhow that
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participan
nts were able to
t answer thee multiple-cho
oice questionss at above chaance (.25) levvels most of thhe
time.
Table 1. Th
he number of participants
p
for Study 1, along
g with the desccriptive statisticss for the percent correct on
multiple-ch
hoice test items
s.
N

Mean

SD

Minim
mum

Maxim
mum

52

63.5%

17
7.3%

20.8
8%

95.8
8%

Tablee 2 provides a summary off the mean peercent correct across participants across the three (shoort,
medium, and
a long) passsage length conditions.
c
Diifferences in llength had a m
minimal impaact on perform
mance
accuracy when
w
speakin
ng rate and information den
nsity were heeld constant.
Table 2. Mean
M
accuracy (percent correc
ct on the multip
ple-choice quesstions) and SD
D as a function of passage len
ngth
(short, med
dium, long).
Length

Mean

SD

Shortt

64.7%

22.9%

Mediu
um

62.3%

22.3%

Long

63.7%

23.3%

The patterns
p
noted
d above are su
upported by the
t logistic re gression resuults. The modeel coefficients
from the analysis
a
are displayed
d
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Model
M
coefficie
ents for the multiple-choice da
ata in Study 1.
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For this analysis, we also included the standardized Versant™ scores as a covariate in the model, in
order to control for individual differences in L2 listening comprehension ability. Therefore, for these
analyses, the intercept is interpreted as the expected performance in the baseline condition of an
individual with a Versant™ score of 55.
In this figure, the points indicate the model parameter estimates and the horizontal lines indicate the
95% highest density intervals (HDIs). A black dashed vertical line marks zero, and the red vertical dashed
lines indicate the boundaries of the ROPE of +/−0.20. Starting from the bottom row and moving up, the
intercept at the bottom indicates that in the baseline reference condition, a participant with a Versant™
score of 55 would be expected to have a log-odds of success around 0.82, corresponding to around 69%
accuracy. The effects of medium and long length were not significantly different from zero, as indicated
by the parameter values near zero (for medium and long length, βs = −0.15 and −0.09, respectively) and
the HDIs containing zero. However, L2 listening ability, as measured by the Versant™ score, was
positively related to performance, as indicated by the positive parameter value of .28 and the HDI
spanning [.07, .54]. These results indicate that while proficiency did predict performance, length did not
systematically affect it.
Recall

Accuracy on the recall comprehension test involved evaluating responses for either verbatim
correctness or equivalence of meaning to the cued word. Recall item responses were hand scored by team
members and were awarded credit (1) or no credit (0). The target word, or a word that was an
unambiguous misspelling of the target word, received credit (e.g., againist, aganst, agianst, and aginst
were accepted for the target word against), as did multiple-word responses that included the target word
or a misspelling of the target word (e.g., Cosby’s comments received full credit for the target word
comments), and base forms of inflected target words and inflected forms of base target words received
credit (e.g., push was accepted for the target word pushed, and deserts was accepted for the target word
desert). In addition, researchers assigned credit to responses that indicated gist accuracy, such as
synonyms of the target word, misspellings of synonyms of the target word, and multiple-word responses
that included a synonym of the target word received partial credit (e.g., happy, hapy, and happy that
received partial credit for the target word glad). Hyponyms and hypernyms were not awarded credit (e.g.,
Metro Center and Rockville did not receive credit for the target word stations, and person did not receive
credit for the target word listener). Context was always considered when determining whether responses
should receive credit for gist accuracy. When a team member was unsure whether a certain response
should receive credit, at least two other team members reviewed the word in question, the target word,
and the context. In these instances, responses received credit if at least two out of three team members
considered the response to be a synonym of the target word. No credit was awarded to all other words,
responses that were not recognizable as words, and blank responses.
Table 3 presents the average recall level for the participants. The maximum proportion correct
was .920, which is slightly worse than the maximum performance achieved when answering multiplechoice questions (with a maximum of .958).
Table 3. The descriptive statistics for the proportion correct on recall questions.
N

Mean

SD

Minimum

Maximum

52

36.5%

22.7%

0%

92%

Table 4 provides a summary of the mean percent correct across participants for each of the six
conditions. Unlike the multiple-choice data, the patterns in the table suggest that passage length had a
small but consistent impact on performance, with mean accuracy decreasing for the longest passages.
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Table 4. Mean
M
accuracy (percent correc
ct on the multip
ple-choice quesstions) and SD
D as a function of passage len
ngth
(short, med
dium, long).
Length

Mean

SD

Shortt

37.4%

23.2%

Mediu
um

37.0%

25.8%

Long

34.8%

26.6%

The patterns
p
noted
d above are su
upported by the
t logistic re gression resuults. The modeel coefficients
from the analysis
a
are displayed
d
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Model
M
coefficie
ents for the reca
all data in Study 1.

Startting from the bottom
b
row and
a moving up
p, the interceppt at the bottoom indicates tthat in the baseline
reference condition, a participant
p
wiith a Versant™ score of 55 would be exppected to havve a log-odds of
ng to around 37%
3
accuracyy. The effect oof medium lenngth was agaiin not
success arround −0.53, correspondin
significan
ntly different from
f
zero, as indicated by the parameteer value near zzero (β = −0.009) and the H
HDI
containing
g zero. When
n listening to a long passage, however, thhe results sugggest a small, negative effeect (β
= −0.19). Although thee HDI contain
ns zero, appro
oximately 94%
% of the posteerior distributtion of credible
values fell below zero, indicating th
hat we can be moderately cconfident thatt long passagee length negattively
impacts performance on
o recall itemss. L2 listening
g ability, as m
measured by tthe Versant™, was again
positively
y and strongly
y related to peerformance, ass indicated byy the positivee parameter vaalue of .57 annd the
e items, thesee results sugggest that lengthh
HDI spanning [.23, .92
2]. Unlike the results for multiple-choice
m
plays a ro
ole in recall acccuracy, albeiit not a large one.
o
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Discussion
Results for the multiple-choice comprehension items suggest that while English listening proficiency
(as measured by the Versant™ Listening Comprehension subtest) strongly predicted accuracy on multiplechoice items, there was no impact of passage length. For recall items, however, accuracy was lower when
passages were long compared to short. The difference in length’s role in accuracy for the multiple-choice
and recall items may be due to the different demands of these tasks. Participants could read the multiplechoice items prior to listening to the corresponding passage and could answer these items, and change
their answers at any time while listening or before moving on to the next screen with the recall items.
Under these circumstances, participants could plan to listen for the information necessary to answer the
multiple-choice items. In addition, because each passage played twice, participants could have used the
second play of the passage to check their previous responses to the multiple-choice items. By contrast, the
recall items were unavailable until after participants listened to the passage, so participants were unaware
as to what information these items would target until passage play was complete.10 In addition, the
multiple-choice items presented a selection of potential answers to participants, which they could evaluate
against their understanding of the passage information, while the recall items were open-ended. Thus, the
differential relationship between length and response accuracy in Study 1 is consistent with the previous
finding that passage length impacts recall tasks but not recognition tasks (Schultz, Jr. & Johnson, 1982).
Other factors related to the amount of information in a passage, such as the information density, may
play a bigger role in listening comprehension difficulty and, thus, in the accuracy of participants’
responses to recall and multiple-choice items. Studies 2a and 2b investigated how density, operationalized
as type/token ratio, impacts comprehension. In addition, these studies investigate how density interacts
with length and with a participants’ working memory capacity to increase listening comprehension
difficulty.

10

As mentioned in the Procedure section, we adhered to the procedure outlined in the Defense Language
Proficiency Testing System 5 Framework (2010) as closely as possible, which meant that participants saw the
multiple-choice comprehension questions before they heard the audio. These questions could be answered at any
time. Once the participant had finished with the multiple choice questions, they answered the recall items. These
recall items served as an additional comprehension measure that was likely more sensitive than the multiple choice
questions.
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STUDY 2A: EFFECTS OF PASSAGE LENGTH, INFORMATION DENSITY, AND WORKING
MEMORY ON NATIVE LISTENING COMPREHENSION
Building on the design of Study 1, Study 2a investigated the impact of information density on
listening comprehension and recall accuracy and the interaction between density and passage length.
Study 2a focused on native speakers. There are two reasons for taking this approach. First, inasmuch as
there is a paucity of studies exploring the impact of the length of listening materials on comprehension for
non-native speakers, there is even less research into how this factor affects performance for native
speakers (in fact, we had difficulty locating any empirical studies examining the impact of length of a
listening text on native speakers’ comprehension). Second, it was important to establish a baseline to
which the likely performance of non-native speakers of English could be compared; if the passages were
so long or dense as to greatly impede listening comprehension for native speakers, floor effects might be
found for non-native speakers.
Study 2a also explored the extent to which individual differences in working memory influenced
recall accuracy and listening comprehension under varying combinations of passage length and
information density.
Method
Participants

One-hundred seventy-five participants took part in Study 2a. Recruitment of participants was limited
to individuals of 18 -20 years of age. Of the 175 participants, the data from three were excluded due to
incomplete working memory data (n = 2) or a lack of consent for us to use his data in the analysis (n = 1).
One-hundred seventy-two participants were included in the analysis (116 female, 47 male, 9 unknown).
All were native speakers of English studying at the University of Maryland.
Materials
Listening passages

Study 2a was conducted using the full set of passages described in the Methods section of Study 1.
Six different combinations of the passages were presented to participants, such that each participant heard
one ILR 2 and one ILR 3 passage at each level of length (short, medium, and long) and each level of
density (medium and high): 12 passages total. Any given participant heard only one version of a
particular passage. The order in which the passages were presented to each participant was pseudorandomized to avoid order effects.
Comprehension questions

The comprehension items described in the Methods section of Study 1 were used in Study 2a.
However, in this case, the original English versions of the multiple-choice items were used instead of the
Arabic-translated versions.
Recall test

Study 2a used the full complement of recall items described in the Methods section of Study 1. As
described above, since a few words were changed in the passages to match the experimental conditions,
this meant that the cued word varied on occasion between density versions, and the context provided for
the cued word sometimes differed between length versions according to the exact text presented in the
passage.
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Working memory
m
capaccity assessmen
nt

Work
king memory
y capacity wass assessed usiing two spatiaal tasks. One kkey benefit of these tasks for
the curren
nt study is thaat they could be
b administerred to speakerrs of any langguage, as theyy do not rely oon the
ability to comprehend or produce laanguage beyon
nd reading thhe task instrucctions. As the participants iin
Study 2a were
w native sp
peakers of En
nglish, we pro
ovided the oriiginal instructtions for the ttask in Englissh. In
spatial wo
orking memorry tasks, partiicipants were asked to simuultaneously pprocess and sttore spatial
informatio
on. The first spatial
s
workin
ng memory taask was calledd Blockspan ((Atkins, 20111 as cited in A
Atkins
et al., 2013). In this tassk, participantts saw a 4 x 4 grid of squarres and were asked to rem
member the ordder
and spatiaal position in which a sequ
uence of yellow
w blocks apppeared on the grid (see Figuure 4 below).
Each
h block within
n a sequence appeared
a
in yellow
y
for onee second, one at a time, in one of the cellls on
the 4 x 4 grid.
g
Trials were
w segmenteed into sets by
y the appearannce of a blackk square maskk that coveredd the
entire grid
d for one seco
ond. After vieewing a given
n trial (displayying a series oof locations w
where a singlee
block flasshed in a partiicular location
n in the grid),, participants were asked too recall the loocations in whhich
the squarees were flasheed in the correect order by clicking
c
the sqquares in the same order thhat they appeaared.
Participants comp
pleted 16 trialss of each leng
gth (from 2 too 20 blocks inn each sequennce). The taskk
increased in difficulty by
b increasing
g the trial leng
gth, and by inncreasing the nnumber of setts within eachh
trial. For instance,
i
the first
f
trial conssisted of one set with 2 stim
muli in the triial. For the neext trial, theree is
one set wiith 3 stimuli, the next trial had one set of
o 4 stimuli, aand the next trrial had one sset with 5 stim
muli.
After this, trials were made
m
more difficult by inclluding two seets of 2, 3, 4, or 5 stimuli. T
Then, trials w
were
made morre difficult by
y including 3 sets of 2, 3, 4,
4 or 5 stimulii. Finally, for the last 4 triaals, participannts
viewed 4 sets of 2, 3, 4,
4 or 5 stimulii.
The dependent
d
vaariable for thiss task was parrticipants’ scoore, computedd as follows: Participants
received 10
1 points if th
he first item iss correctly reccalled, 20 if bboth the first aand second iteems are correectly
recalled, 30
3 if the first three items arre correctly reecalled, and sso on (each addditional item
m in a series
correctly recalled
r
given
n that previou
us items were correctly reccalled was woorth 10 more ppoints than thhe
previous item).
i
If an iteem in the seriies was forgottten, the scoriing started ovver at 10 for thhe next correctly
recalled ittem in the seq
quence.

Figure 4. The
T Blockspan task.

The second
s
workiing memory task used in Study 2a was ccalled Shapebbuilder (Atkinns et al., 20133).
This task is similar to Blockspan
B
bu
ut involved thee tracking of additional infformation. Paarticipants weere
asked to remember
r
the order and spatial position in which a seeries of colored shapes weere presented. They
saw a 4 x 4 grid (see Figure 5) and a sequence off between twoo and four collored (red, bluue, yellow, orr
uares, or diam
monds) appearring sequentiaally in one off the 16 possibble
green) shaapes (circles, triangles, squ
grid locatiions. Participants were ask
ked to rememb
ber the locatiion, shape, annd color of eacch item, and tthe
order in which
w
the item
ms appeared. After
A
the final item of a triial was presennted, participaants were askked to
recreate th
he sequence by
b clicking on
n the correct colored
c
shapee and draggingg it to the apppropriate locaation.
Participan
nts completed
d 26 trials of length 2 to 4.
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Figure 5. The
T Shapebuild
der Task (Atkin
ns et al., 2013).. The task is to
o remember the
e order in which
h a series of co
olored
shapes hav
ve been presen
nted. In this de
epiction, we indicate the orderr with numbers; the actual tassk presents the
e
shapes one
e at a time, without the number.

The Shapebuilder
S
task increaseed in difficulty
y in two way s. First, trial llength began at two and
increased to three and then
t
four. Seccond, within each
e
set of triials of a givenn trial length, the trials beccame
more diffiicult by including more div
verse set of co
olors and shap
apes. At the eaasiest level, ittems were all the
same shap
pe or color, an
nd at the most difficult lev
vel, items weree all differentt colors and sshapes. Particiipants
saw the po
oints awarded
d for each item
m immediatelly after releassing the mousse button.
Pointts were award
ded as follows: participants received 155 points for thhe first item coorrectly recalled
and additiional 15 pointts for every consecutive iteem correctly rrecalled in the sequence. S
Shapebuilder also
awarded points
p
for parttially recalled
d items; partiaal credit was oonly awardedd when the coorrect locationn was
guessed, such
s
that the participant
p
eaarned 5 pointss for the correectly recalled color but nott shape, and 10
points forr the correctly
y recalled shap
pe but not collor. Every tim
me an item waas missed, thee scoring startted
over at 15
5 for the next correctly recaalled item.
This task has show
wn good reliaability in prev
vious researchh: Scores on thhe even-numbbered items
correlated
d 0.63 with the odd numberred items, and
d both halvess correlated w
with the total sscore at r>0.89
(Atkins ett al., 2013). Furthermore, Atkins
A
et al. (2013) demonnstrated that S
Shapebuilder scores correlaated
with two previously
p
vaalidated measu
ures of workiing memory: Reading Spann (Daneman & Carpenter,
1980) and
d Letter-Numb
ber Sequencin
ng (Gold, Carrpenter, Randdolph, Goldbeerg, & Weinbberger, 1997;
Myerson, Emery, Whitte, & Hale., 2003),
2
as well as with a meeasure of visuuo-spatial worrking memoryy
called Blo
ockspan (Atkiins, 2011 as cited
c
in Atkins et al., 2013)).
Procedure
e

We followed
f
the same
s
general procedure ass in Study1. H
However, becaause the partiicipants in Stuudy
2a were native
n
English
h speakers, theey did not tak
ke the Versantt™ Speaking P
Pro test or thee LEAP-Q. Inn
addition to the remaining tasks presented to partiicipants in Stuudy 1, particippants in Studyy 2a completeed
the two working
w
memo
ory measures (Blockspan and
a Shapebuillder) after com
mpleting the listening
compreheension portion
n of the study, and prior to being debrieffed. Each working memorry task requireed
approximately ten minutes to compllete.
alysis
Data ana
The analyses treatted length (sh
hort, medium,, and long), annd density (m
medium and high) as categoorical
variables, and working
g memory (WM) as a contiinuous variablle. The depenndent variablees were multipplechoice com
mprehension score and reccall score. Wee analyzed thee data using m
mixed-effectss (i.e., hierarchhical)
logistic reegression, witth length, den
nsity, and WM
M capacity as ppredictors off multiple-chooice
compreheension and reccall accuracy (analyzed sep
parately). Thee logistic regrression modell was similar to
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those repo
orted in the prrevious study
y, involving raandom particiipant and passsage interceptts, and fixed
effects forr the factoriall combination
n of the two ex
xperimentallyy manipulatedd factors of leength (three leevels:
short, med
dium, long) and
a density (tw
wo levels: meedium, high). In addition, W
WM was inclluded as a
covariate in a full facto
orial model. Details
D
of the model can bee found in Apppendix H: Deetails of Bayeesian
statistical analysis.
Results
Demograp
phic informatiion

Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 20, witth an average age of 18.6 aand a median age of 19. Seee
Table I-3 in Appendix I for more deetailed inform
mation on dem
mographic desscriptors.
Working memory
m

As th
he results on the
t compreheension questio
ons and the reecall items will be discusseed with respecct to
the particiipants’ individual differencces in workin
ng memory caapacity, the w
working memoory results aree
presented first. We disscuss the multtiple-choice response
r
data next, and theen turn to the free recall
responses.
To eaase interpretaation of the model parameters, each partticipant’s worrking memoryy score was fi
first
converted
d to a z-score. This resulted
d in a relatively normal disstribution of sscores (see Figgure 6).

Figure 6. Distribution
D
of working
w
memorry z-scores.

Multiple choice
c

To provide
p
an oveerall view of performance
p
on the multipple-choice queestions, Tablee 5 shows thee
sample sizze and mean, SD, and miniimum and maaximum valuees of the perccent correct foor the multipleechoice datta across partticipants. The mean numbeer of items corrrect was quite high (~87%
%). Chance
performan
nce was at 25%. Even the participant
p
with the lowestt rate of accurracy performeed well abovee
chance.
Table 5. Descriptive statistics for the mu
ultiple-choice data
d
included in
n the analysis ffor Study 2a.

N
172
2

Mean
87.2%

SD
9.4%
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Tablle 6 provides a summary off the mean peercent correct for the multiiple-choice coomprehensionn
questions across participants for eacch of the six conditions.
c
Ass can be seen by comparinng the values
across thee columns of Table
T
6, lengtth did not hav
ve a consistennt impact on aaccuracy: bothh long and shhort
passages yielded
y
superrior performan
nce compared
d to medium llength passagges. Comparing the valuess
across thee two rows alsso indicates th
hat density diid not consisteently impact pperformance:: accuracy waas
slightly hiigher for the medium
m
density passages when
w
these paassages were of medium leength, but
accuracy was
w slightly higher
h
for thee high density passages whhen length was short or lonng. These resuults
suggest th
hat increasing
g density or leength of the paassages does not have a coonsistently neegatively impaact on
listening comprehensio
c
on as measureed by the mulltiple-choice iitems.
Table 6. Mean
M
accuracy (percent correc
ct on the multip
ple-choice quesstions) and SD
D (in parenthese
es) as a functio
on of
passage le
ength (short, me
edium, long).

Density
D
Medium
M
High

Shortt
86.8% (1
19.4%)
89.7% (1
17.1%)

Length
Medium
86
6.2% (19.5 %)
83.7% (20.1 %)

L
Long
88.2%
%
(17%)
88.8%
% (16.3%)

Figu
ure 7 shows th
he relationship
p between wo
orking memorry capacity annd the log-oddds of a correcct
response to
t the multiplle-choice item
ms across the six
s conditionss. As a reminnder, because the dependennt
variable had
h a dichotom
mous outcom
me (i.e., 1 = co
orrect, 0 = inc orrect), our ddata analysis uused a logisticc
regression
n in which perrformance waas modeled in
n terms of thee estimated logg-odds of maaking a correcct
response—
—rather than the proportion
n correct—an
nd the effect oof a predictorr indicated thee corresponding
change in
n log-odds (Geelman & Hill,, 2007).
As can be seen, working
w
memo
ory seems to have
h
a positivve effect, suchh that individduals with greeater
working memory
m
capaccity have a hiigher probability of makingg a correct reesponse. These effects appeear
similar accross all six co
onditions, as indicated
i
by the
t similar sloopes of the linnes. The impaact of densityy on
accuracy is,
i however, inconsistent
i
across
a
the threee length condditions.

Figure 7. Accuracy
A
(mean log-odds of making
m
a correct response on
n the multiple-cchoice compreh
hension questio
ons)
as a functio
on of passage length (short, medium,
m
long), information de
ensity (medium
m, high), and wo
orking memoryy
capacity.
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Thesse patterns illu
ustrated in Taable 6 and Fig
gure 7 are suppported by thee logistic regrression resultss; the
model coeefficients from
m the analysiss are displayeed in Figure 88.

Figure 8. Model
M
coefficie
ents for the multiple-choice da
ata.

a moving up,
u the interceept at the bottoom indicates that participaants
Startting from the bottom row and
are perforrming quite well
w in the baseline referencce condition, such that a paarticipant witth the sample mean
working memory
m
capaccity would bee expected to have a log-oddds of succes s around 2.3, correspondinng to
around 90
0% accuracy.
Leng
gth did not haave a significaant effect on medium
m
densiity passages, as indicated bby the two sim
mple
effects of length, Length (med) (seccond from the bottom) and Length (longg) (third labell from the botttom),
that have parameter vaalues near zero
o and HDIs laargely falling within the R
ROPE. Using tthe “divide-byy-4”
method off interpreting logistic regreession coefficcients (see thee section on M
Model interpreetation in
Appendix
x H), a shift frrom short to medium
m
or lon
ng passages w
would be expeected to correespond to a
maximum
m change in acccuracy of 2.7
7% and 1.8%,, respectivelyy.
For short
s
passages, higher info
ormation denssity is related to better perfformance, as iindicated by tthe
positive parameter
p
of .2
274 that falls outside the ROPE
R
and thee HDI spanninng [−0.01, 0.664], with 97%
% of
the posterrior distributio
on (i.e., credib
ble values) beeing above zeero. Finally, thhe significantt negative
parameterr for the interaaction betweeen length (meedium) and deensity (β = −
−0.45, HDI = [−1.03, −0.122])
indicates that
t the positiive effect of density
d
on sho
ort passages iis negated andd perhaps eveen reversed foor
medium passages.
p
Indeeed, we can compute the magnitude
m
of tthe density efffect for mediium passages from
the posterrior distributio
on, and this in
ndicates an efffect of −0.200 with 89% off credible valuues falling below
zero and an
a HDI spann
ning [−0.52, 0.08].
0
That is, density had a negative efffect on mediuum passages,
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although we are less certain about this effect than we are about the positive effect in short passages. In
other words, the analysis supports the patterns noted above: length and density exact inconsistent effects
on the accuracy of multiple-choice responses.
In summary, the varying combinations of length and density had an inconsistent impact on multiplechoice response performance. But it is not that the test did not reveal significant differences; the
significant, simple effect of working memory on accuracy indicates that better working memory capacity
is related to better performance for native speakers. For the five interaction terms involving working
memory, all parameter estimates are near zero, and all HDIs contain zero, indicating that the effect of
working memory does not differ across passage conditions. This was further supported by post-hoc
pairwise comparisons of the slope estimates for each condition, which indicate that the HDIs for all
comparisons included zero. Taken together, these findings suggest that for native speakers, working
memory is a robust, positive predictor of performance for the multiple-choice response data, while
passage length and density do not consistently predict performance on these items or interact with
working memory.
Free recall

To provide an overall view of performance on the free recall questions, Table 7 shows the sample
size and mean, SD, and minimum and maximum values of the percent correct for the free recall data
across participants. Note that, as expected, and consistent with the results of Study 1, overall accuracy
was much lower on the recall responses relative to the multiple-choice responses. Also, a greater range of
performance was observed, with accuracy ranging from 20–90% correct.
Table 7. The number of participants included in the analysis of Study 2a, along with descriptive statistics for the
proportion correct on recall questions, collapsed across all conditions.

N
172

Mean
63.1%

SD
11.2%

Minimum
20%

Maximum
90%

Table 8 provides a summary of the mean percent correct across participants for each of the six
conditions. The patterns in the table suggest that the effect of length on accuracy for the recall items
appears to vary based on the density of the passage. For medium density passages, length appears to have
a minimal effect on performance. In contrast, for high density passages, performance seems to drop
steadily with increasing passage length. Note that this monotonic length effect with high density passages
contrasts with the curvilinear relationship found with the multiple-choice data, where the worst
performance was found in the medium length condition.
Table 8. Mean accuracy (percent correct on the free recall questions) and SD (in parentheses) as a function of
passage length (short, medium, long) and information density (medium, high) as measured by type/token ratio.

Density
Medium
High

Short
65.3% (18.4%)
66.4% (18.5%)

Length
Medium
63.1% (19.6%)
61.6% (16.7%)

Long
64.5% (18.3%)
58.2% (16.5%)

Figure 9 shows the relationship between working memory capacity and the log-odds of a correct
response across the six conditions. Replicating the results from the multiple-choice data, working memory
appears to have a positive relationship with performance on the free recall responses, such that individuals
with greater working memory capacity have a higher probability of making a correct response. These
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effects appear to be sim
milar across all six conditio
ons, as indicaated by the sim
milar slopes oof the lines. Inn
addition, the
t interaction
n between len
ngth and denssity on perform
rmance is veryy apparent in this figure. W
While
the solid (medium
(
denssity) and dotted (high denssity) lines for the short lenggth conditionn lie nearly atoop
each otherr, the dotted line
l indicating
g performance on high dennsity passagess is a distancee below the soolid
line in thee medium leng
gth condition
n and is even further
f
below
w in the long leength condition. Moreoverr, the
drop from
m short to med
dium length and
a medium to
o long length for the mediuum density paassages is nott as
pronounceed as that for the high denssity passages..

Figure 9. Accuracy
A
(mean log-odds of making
m
a correct response on
n the recall que
estions) as a fu
unction of passa
age
length (sho
ort, medium, long), information density (med
dium, high), and
d working mem
mory capacity.

Thesse patterns aree supported by the logistic regression reesults. The moodel coefficieents from the
analysis are
a displayed in Figure 10 below.
b
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Figure 10. Model coefficients for the rec
call data. Pointts represent the
e model param
meter estimatess. Horizontal lin
nes
indicate the
e 95% HDIs. The black dashe
ed vertical line marks zero, an
nd the red vert ical dashed line
es indicate the
e
boundaries
s of the ROPE. The bottom ro
ow defines the intercept (perfo
ormance on the
e short passag
ges with medium
m
information
n density); each
h row above re
epresents the amount of chan ge required ass each factor is accounted forr in the
equation.

Startting from the bottom row and
a moving up,
u the interceept indicates th
that in the basseline referencce
condition a participant with averagee working mem
mory capacityy had a log-oodds of makinng a correct
response of
o .08, which corresponds to approximaately 52% acccuracy.11 No rreliable changge in perform
mance
was found
d for medium
m length passages, as indicaated by the cooefficient nearr zero (β = −
−0.06) and thee HDI
being con
ntained entirelly within the ROPE.
R
Perforrmance dropss significantlyy for long length passages,,
however (β = −0.16, HDI
H = [−0.34
4, −0.04]). Wh
hen switchingg to high denssity passages,, there is no
reliable ch
hange in perfo
formance on short
s
passagess (β = 0.01, H
HDI = [−0.155, 0.14]). The negative twoo-way
interaction
n terms (Leng
gth(med) x Deensity(high) and
a Length(loong) x Densityy(high)) indiccate that
performan
nce may havee dropped slig
ghtly going fro
om short to m
medium lengthh, high densitty passages (β =
−0.05, HD
DI = [−0.29, 0.14])
0
but dro
opped significcantly from shhort to long leength, high deensity passagees (β
= −0.27, HDI
H = [−0.46
6, −0.06]). No
ote that for thee interaction iinvolving meddium length, the parameterr

11

Note thaat this level of accuracy,
a
even
n under the “len
nient” scoring ccriteria appliedd, is quite imprressive given thhat
participantts could have entered any Eng
glish word (tho
ough the contexxt provided byy the recall item
m of course
constrained
d the lexical class of the response).
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estimate is negative but the HDI contains zero and only 69% of the most credible values fall below zero.
This suggests that there is a fair amount of uncertainty regarding the difference between short and
medium high density passages being a true negative effect. This stands in contrast to our certainty of the
difference between short and long high density passages, where the HDI does not contain zero, so 100%
of the most credible values fall below zero. Indeed, this was confirmed by post-hoc pairwise comparisons
within the high density condition, which indicate marginal differences between short and medium length
passages (Difference = 0.11, HDI = [−0.04, 0.26]) that were smaller in magnitude than the difference
between short and long length passages (Difference = 0.43, HDI = [0.30, 0.57]) and between medium and
long passages (Difference = .30, HDI = [.17, .47]). In other words, unlike with the multiple-choice data,
the analysis of the recall questions indicates that the effect of density depends on the length of the
passage; performance on medium density passages was similar to that for high passages when passages
were short, was slightly worse for high passages when passages were of medium length, and was
substantially (and significantly) worse when passages were long.
Looking at the parameter estimates involving working memory, we again see that better working
memory capacity is related to a higher probability of making a correct response in the baseline condition
(β = 0.10, HDI = [0.02, 0.25]). The fact that 94% of the most credible values fall within the ROPE
indicates that this effect is not large, despite being significantly different from zero. However, the effect is
relatively stable across all six conditions, as indicated by the lack of any significant interaction terms
involving working memory. Indeed, the HDIs for all working memory interactions contain zero and the
HDIs of two of the interaction parameters are entirely contained within the ROPE, indicating that these
interaction effects are practically indistinguishable from zero. This was further supported by post-hoc
pairwise comparisons of the slope estimates for each condition, which indicate that the HDIs for all
comparisons included zero. Thus, once again, working memory in and of itself was a robust, positive
predictor of recall performance—replicating the results for multiple-choice items.
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Discussion
The results of Study 2a are consistent with those for Study 1, finding no consistent impact of length
on multiple-choice item performance. There was also not a consistent effect of information density on
multiple-choice item performance. Short, high-density passages yielded superior performance to short,
medium-density passages, but this pattern reversed for medium length passages, and there was no
difference between performance for medium- and high-density long passages.
The results of Study 2a are also consistent with the Study 1 recall item results: recall item accuracy
for long passages was significantly worse than for short passages. Further, the pattern of recall item
responses indicates that passage length interacts with passage density. For short passages, medium- and
high-density passages produced similar recall item performance, medium length passages of high-density
produced somewhat worse recall performance than those of medium density, and for the long passages,
accuracy on the recall items decreased substantially when density was high. While the impact of the
density manipulation was not apparent for short passages, it was present for both medium and long
passages, suggesting that the effect of increased density did not manifest until the passage was more
difficult due to length.
Moreover, greater working memory capacity was related to more accurate comprehension on both
multiple-choice and recall items, and the working memory effects were similar across all combinations of
length and density. The fact that length and density effects were found even after controlling for
differences in working memory suggests that the effects of length and density do not solely reflect
increased working memory load, and that listening comprehension is a complex phenomenon that is
impacted by all three factors.
STUDY 2B: EFFECTS OF PASSAGE LENGTH, INFORMATION DENSITY, AND WORKING
MEMORY ON NON-NATIVE LISTENING COMPREHENSION
The results of Study 2a clearly indicate that even the high-density, long passages were not too
difficult for native speakers of English. Although performance was not perfect on the multiple-choice and
recall items across all levels of length and density, it was sufficiently high to suggest that variability in
correct responses could be found with non-native listeners of English. Further, these results suggest that
both length and density can influence listening comprehension for native listeners. It follows that the
listening comprehension of non-native listeners should be even more impacted by increasing the level of
these factors. We investigated this hypothesis in Study 2b.
Method
We designed Study 2b to determine how information density and passage length affect listening
comprehension and recall accuracy for non-native speakers, and how these factors interact with each
other. Like Study 2a, this study also explored the extent to which individual differences in working
memory influence recall accuracy and listening comprehension under varying combinations of passage
length and information density.
Participants

Study 2b included 188 native speakers of Spanish as participants. Of these, the data for 19 were
excluded due to incomplete listening comprehension data (n = 1) or missing working memory data (n = 5).
Data from an additional 13 participants were excluded due to performance at or below chance (i.e., 25%
correct) on the multiple choice items, to prevent issues related to extremely low proficiency. The analysis
was conducted on the remaining 169 participants (94 female, 72 male, 3 unknown). Of these, 88
participants were recruited in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area through print ads in Spanishlanguage newspapers, fliers distributed or posted in public locations, and word of mouth via previous
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study participants; the remaining 81 participants were recruited by a market research company in Austin,
Texas.
Materials

This study was conducted using all of the same materials that were used in Study 2a (listening
passages, comprehension questions, recall test items, and working memory tasks), but also including the
Versant™ tests and LEAP-Q used in Study 1.
Listening passages

As in Study 2a, each participant heard a set of 12 passages comprised of six combinations of passage
length (short, medium, and long) and density (medium and high). Two instances of each combination
were presented, one at each ILR level (2 and 3). Every participant heard only one version of each passage,
and the order in which the passages were presented to each participant was pseudo-randomized to avoid
order effects.
Comprehension questions

The same comprehension items were used in this experiment as in Study 2a of the earlier
investigation. However, in this case, Spanish translated versions were used instead of the original English
versions.
Recall test

This experiment also used the exact same general recall items as in Study 2a. As in that study, the
cued words differed for some density versions of a passage and the context provided for the cued word
often differed between length versions of a passage.
Working memory capacity assessment

The same assessments of working memory capacity used in Study 2a were used in Study 2b.
Procedure
Participant screening

Native speakers of Spanish with an intermediate level of English listening proficiency were sought
for participation in Study 2b. The screening procedure for identifying the targeted level of English
listening proficiency was conducted over the phone and consisted of a brief conversation in English
followed by a short self-assessment. The English conversation consisted of an overview of the research
study and the collection of contact information. This exchange was used in conjunction with the results of
the self-assessment to determine if the potential participant's English proficiency was at the targeted level.
The researcher then administered a brief (5‒10 minutes) self-assessment of English listening proficiency
based on the ILR Self-Assessment of Foreign Language Listening Proficiency. The ILR self-assessment
consists of Yes/No can-do statements for different language levels (from Level 1 to Level 5), does not
include instructions, and presents all can-do statements as a single unit under each language level. The
modified self-assessment used in the screening procedure included only Levels 1 to 3, contained
instructions, presented each can-do statement separately irrespective of language level, and was translated
into the language of the participants (Spanish).
Instructions for the CASL self-assessment were given in Spanish. Each statement was read to the
potential participant and statements were repeated as necessary. The results were calculated by tallying all
“Yes” responses. The initial eligible range for the targeted level (ILR Level 2) was 9‒15 yes responses
out of a total of 17 possible “Yes” responses. Later, potential participants were considered eligible even if
they responded “Yes” to all 17 items if other aspects of their interaction with the researcher suggested
they had Level 2 listening proficiency in English.
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A market research subcontractor was also used to recruit participants. The screening procedure used
by the market research firm was essentially the same as the CASL screening procedure, except for two
modifications to the self-assessment instrument: the addition of a comprehension question and a scale for
evaluating the comprehension of the question. The intent of the comprehension question was to reduce the
subjectivity in the CASL screening procedure. An additional difference in the market research firm’s
screening procedure was the inclusion of a question about computer literacy (ability to use a keyboard and
a mouse).
Experimental protocol

For the main study, we followed the same general protocol as in Study 2a for native Englishspeaking participants, except the Spanish-speaking participants completed the Versant™ Speaking Pro test
onsite at the time of the experimental session, which resulted in variations in the order in which the tasks
were completed. Whenever possible, the Versant™ Speaking Pro test was completed at the beginning of
the session. Due to the small number of available telephones relative to the number of participants to run
within the experiment session, participants took the Versant™ Speaking Pro test at any interval between
the tasks when a telephone was available. That is, any given participant could have taken the Versant™
Speaking Pro test at any interval before, between, or after the LEAPQ, the listening test, Blockspan, and
Shapebuilder.
Upon arriving at the test site, participants provided informed consent in writing and then completed
all experiment materials using an individual computer and headphones. A sample sound file was provided
at the beginning of the study to allow participants to adjust the computer volume to a comfortable setting.
All task instructions were presented in Spanish. Participants provided their unique identifier code which
linked their Versant™ Speaking Pro test code, listening comprehension subscore, and working memory
tasks to their responses. Participants completed the LEAP-Q and the portion of the experiment involving
listening passages, comprehension questions, and recall items.
When administering the listening comprehension portion of the study, researchers adhered to the
procedure outlined in the Defense Language Proficiency Testing System 5 Framework (2010) as closely
as possible. The study included a short practice passage to familiarize participants with the procedure,
followed by 12 experimental passages. For each passage, an orientation statement and the multiple-choice
comprehension questions were presented on the screen while the passage played, and participants were
allowed to answer the questions at any time. Each passage played twice without pausing and with a fixed
interval between repetitions. Once participants answered the comprehension questions for that passage,
they could press the “Next” button to proceed. On the following screen, the full set of recall items for that
passage was presented. The passage audio was not available on the recall items screen. Participants typed
their answers in English in the blanks and were allowed to answer in any order.
Participants had the option to take a roughly 10-minute break at the halfway mark. At the end of the
study, participants were thanked, debriefed, and provided with instructions for accessing their Versant™
Speaking Pro test scores.
Data analysis
The analyses treated length (short, medium, and long), and density (medium and high) as categorical
variables, and working memory capacity (WM) and Versant™ score as continuous variables. The
dependent variables were multiple-choice comprehension score and recall score. We analyzed the data
using mixed-effects (i.e., hierarchical) logistic regression, with length, density, working memory capacity,
and L2 listening ability as predictors of multiple-choice comprehension and recall accuracy (analyzed
separately). The logistic regression model was similar to those reported in the previous two studies,
involving random participant and passage intercepts and fixed effects for the factorial combination of the
two experimentally manipulated factors of length (three levels: short, medium, long) and density (two
levels: medium, high). In addition, the model included WM and its interactions with the full factorial
combination of the experimental factors. To control for differences in L2 listening ability, Versant™
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scores weere included as
a a simple covariate. Detaiils of the moddel can be fouund in Appendix H: Details of
Bayesian statistical anaalysis.
Results
Versant™
™ Pro Speakin
ng test

The distribution of
o Versant™ listening
l
comp
prehension suubscores for pparticipants inn Study 2b is
shown in Figure 11, beelow. As with
h participants in Study 1, soome of the paarticipants in Study 2b hadd
scores outtside the rang
ge correspond
ding to ILR 2//2+ (41‒68), bbut the majoriity fell withinn this range.
Versant™ scores were missing for 27
2 participantts (roughly 166% of the sam
mple) and werre imputed wiithin
the Bayessian analysis. For a compleete description
n of the impuutation modeliing proceduree and an evaluuation
of its valid
dity, see Appendix H: Details of Bayesiian statisticall analysis.

Figure 11. Distribution off Versant™ liste
ening comprehe
ension subscorres for participa
ants in Study 2
2b.

Demograp
phic informatiion

Eight participants did not respo
ond to any of the LEAP-Q items. Of thoose who did rrespond, age
ranged fro
om 18 to 66 years,
y
with an
n average age of 37.6 and a median age of 38. Roughhly one-third oof
participan
nts (40%) repo
orted having a college deg
gree, with a sm
mall proportioon of those reeporting postbaccalaureate education (12% of thee entire group
p of participannts). One perccent of particiipants reporteed
s
The median
m
length of residence in a country w
where Englishh is spoken w
was 11
having lesss than high school.
years (ran
nge of 0–59 yeears of resideence) and the median time spent in a woork or school environment
where Eng
glish is spokeen was 5 yearrs (range of 0‒
‒38 years). Seee Tables I-4 and I-5 in Apppendix I for more
detailed in
nformation on
n demographiic descriptors.
Working memory
m

As th
he results on the
t compreheension questio
ons and the reecall items will be discusseed with respecct to
the particiipants’ individual differencces in workin
ng memory caapacity, the w
working memoory results aree
presented first. We disccuss the multtiple-choice reesponse data nnext and thenn turn to the fr
free recall
responses.
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To eaase interpretaation of the model parameters, each partticipant’s worrking memoryy score was fi
first
converted
d to a z-score. This resulted
d in a relatively normal disstribution of sscores (see Figgure 12).

Figure 12. Distribution off working memo
ory z-scores.

As a means of com
mparing the participant
p
gro
oups from Stuudy 2a and 2bb, we conductted an indepeendent
t-test on th
he raw scoress for working memory perfformance. Thhe results dem
monstrate that native Englissh
speaker grroup had sign
nificantly high
her working memory
m
scorees than the naative Spanish speaker grouup
both in the Blockspan task
t
(t[338.33
32] = 9.06, p < .001)12 andd the Shapebuuilder task (t[3337.425] = 122.96,
p < .001). Because the working mem
mory tasks weere entirely viisual and did not require thhe participantts to
use letterss or words preesented in theeir L2, they sh
hould be an acccurate assesssment of worrking memoryy.
That said,, it may be thaat the native Spanish
S
speak
kers were lesss familiar with
th computers, and that theirr lack
of facility
y with the mou
use had an im
mpact on theirr scores.
Multiple choice
c

To provide
p
an oveerall view of performance
p
on the multipple-choice queestions, Tablee 9 shows thee
sample sizze and mean, SD, and miniimum and maaximum valuees of the perccentage correcct for the multiplechoice datta across partticipants. Chaance performaance was at .2250. All particcipants responnded above chhance
levels.
Table 9. Descriptive statistics for the mu
ultiple-choice data
d
included in
n the analysis ffor Study 2b.

N
169
9

Mean
59.6%

SD
15.5%

Minimum
m
29.2%

Maximuum
91.7%
%

Tablle 10 providess a summary of
o the mean percent
p
correcct across partiicipants for eaach of the sixx
conditionss. The pattern
ns in the tablee suggest that information ddensity had m
minimal impacct on perform
mance
across all three passagee lengths. Witth respect to passage
p
lengtth, medium leength passagees were the most
difficult passages.
p
It is unclear why these passagees were hardeer than their sshort and longg counterpartss. It

12

Because we cannot asssume the two populations
p
hav
ve equal variannces, the degreees of freedom ffor the t-tests w
were
calculated using the Welcch approximatiion.
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may be th
hat there are tw
wo factors at play:there waas less distraccting informattion in the shoort passages aand
the long passages
p
gavee the participaants more timee to process w
what they werre hearing so they could annswer
the questions more acccurately.
Table 10. Mean
M
accuracy
y (percent corre
ect on the multtiple-choice que
estions) and SD
D (in parenthesses) as a functtion of
passage le
ength (short, me
edium, long) an
nd density (me
edium and high
h).

Density
D
Medium
M
High

Shortt
61.4% (2
25.1%)
61.4% (2
24.2%)

Length
Medium
56
6.5% (27.7 %)
57
7.7% (27.1 %)

L
Long
60.8%
% (26.5%)
59.6%
% (27.4%)

Figu
ure 13 shows the
t relationsh
hip between working
w
memoory capacity aand the log-oddds of a correect
response across
a
the six
x conditions, as
a estimated from
f
the logisstic regressionn analysis in w
which individdual
differencees in L2 listen
ning ability (i.e., Versant™ scores) were also taken innto account. W
Working mem
mory
has a smaall but positivee impact on accuracy,
a
such
h that individuuals with greaater working memory capaacity
are slightlly more likely
y to make a co
orrect responsse. This relatiionship appeaars to be attennuated somew
what
in the med
dium length, medium
m
denssity condition, as indicatedd in the middlee panel of Figgure 13 by thee
solid line that is less steep than the dotted
d
line. The two densitty conditions yield nearly iidentical log--odds
for each leevel of length
h, and althoug
gh there is a decrease
d
in acccuracy betweeen the short aand medium
length con
nditions, the long
l
length co
ondition log-o
odds are highher than those in the mediuum length
condition.

Figure 13. Accuracy (mean log-odds off making a correct response o
on the multiple--choice compre
ehension questtions)
as a functio
on of passage length (short, medium,
m
long), information de
ensity (medium
m, high), and wo
orking memoryy
capacity, while
w
controlling
g for differences in L2 listening ability.

Thesse patterns aree supported by the logistic regression reesults. The moodel coefficieents from the
analysis are
a displayed in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Model coefficients for the mu
ultiple-choice data,
d
while conttrolling for diffe
erences in L2 lisstening ability.

Startting from the bottom row and
a moving up,
u the interceept at the bottoom indicates that in the
baseline reference
r
cond
dition, a non-native speakeer with ILR L
Level 2 listeniing ability andd with the sam
mple
mean worrking memory
y capacity wo
ould be expectted to have a log-odds of ssuccess arounnd 0.71,
correspon
nding to aroun
nd 67% accurracy. For med
dium density ppassages, meddium length is related to loower
accuracy, as indicated by
b the negativ
ve Length (med) parameteer value of −0.21 and an HD
DI spanning
[−0.43, −0
0.01], with 97
7% of the possterior distribu
ution (i.e., creedible valuess) falling beloow zero. In coontrast,
long lengtth had no effeect on accuraccy when comp
pared to shorrt length passaages, as indicated by the L
Length
(long) coeefficient near zero (β = −0
0.02) and an HDI
H that was centered neaar zero and haad nearly 89%
% of
its values contained wiithin the ROP
PE. Indeed, ussing the “dividde-by-4” metthod of interppreting logisticc
regression
n coefficients (see the Mod
del interpretattion section inn Appendix H
H), a shift from
m short to lonng
passages would
w
be exp
pected to correespond to a maximum
m
channge in accuraacy of merely 0.6%. For shhort
passages, information density
d
had no
n effect on peerformance ( β < 0.01, HD
DI = [−0.22, 00.21]); no othher
nt interactionss were found between
b
length and inform
mation densityy. In other woords, the analyysis
significan
indicates that
t there wass no consisten
nt effect of eitther length orr density on m
multiple-choicce item
performan
nce; accuracy
y was lowest in
i the medium
m length condditions and didd not differ w
with density leevel.
The simple effect of working memory
m
indiccates that betteer working m
memory capaccity is related to
better performance on short, medium
m density passsages (β = . 19); althoughh the HDI [−00.03, 0.38]
z
the fact that
t 95.5% off the most creedible values fall above zerro suggests a reasonable
contains zero,
amount off confidence that
t this posittive effect is stable.
s
The neegative interaaction betweenn working
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memory in medium length passages appears to be stable, as indicated by the parameter estimate (β =
−0.17, HDI = [−0.43, 0.09]) and the fact that over 92% of the credible values fall below zero. In other
words, the working memory slope was attenuated for medium length, medium density passages. For the
remaining working memory interaction parameters, all parameter estimates are near zero, and all HDIs
contained (and were centered near) zero, indicating that the effect of working memory does not differ
across these other passage conditions ( i.e., the slopes were similar to those observed in the short, medium
density passages). This was further supported by post-hoc pairwise comparisons of the slope estimates for
each condition, which indicated a smaller working memory slope in the medium length, medium density
passages relative to short length passages (regardless of information density). Taken together, these
findings suggest that working memory is a robust, positive predictor of performance for the multiplechoice response data, although the working memory effect may be somewhat attenuated in the most
difficult condition where passages were medium length and had medium information density.
It is noteworthy that this effect of working memory was found even when controlling for individual
differences in L2 listening ability. In a separate analysis in which Versant™ scores were not included in
the model, the working memory effect in the baseline condition was much stronger (β = 0.39, HDI =
[0.18, 0.58]), as was the WM x Length(medium) interaction (β = −0.19, HDI = [−0.52, 0.05], 91% of the
posterior below zero). Recall that we purposefully selected our two measures of working memory to be
relatively language independent (i.e., they did not involve the processing or storage of L1 or L2 words,
sentences, etc.), in order to reduce any potential confound between the working memory measures and L2
proficiency. The fact that the working memory effect is attenuated but still present after controlling for
differences in L2 listening ability suggests that working memory is related both to global L2 listening
proficiency (as measured by the Versant™ listening test) and to the L2 listening abilities measured by our
listening task (for similar claims of the importance of working memory to both global and specific L2
abilities, see Linck, Osthus, Koeth, & Bunting, 2012; 2013).
Free recall

To provide an overall view of performance on the free recall questions, Table 11 shows the sample
size and mean, SD, and minimum and maximum values of the proportion correct for the free recall data
across participants. Note that, as for the native English speakers in Study 2a, overall accuracy was much
lower on the recall responses relative to the multiple-choice responses. Also, a greater range of
performance was observed, with accuracy ranging from 20–90% correct.
Table 11. The number of participants included in the analysis of Study 2b, along with descriptive statistics for the
proportion correct on recall questions, collapsed across all conditions.

N
169

Mean
32.7%

SD
20.6%

Minimum
0%

Maximum
90%

Table 12 provides a summary of the mean percent correct across participants for each of the six
conditions. Unlike the multiple-choice data, there appears to be an overall effect of length, such that long
passages are more difficult than short passages. There also appears be an overall effect of the information
density of the passage, with high density passages being more difficult than medium density passages.
Note that this monotonic length effect contrasts with the curvilinear relationship found with the multiplechoice data, where the worst performance was found in the medium length condition.
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M
(and SD)) accuracy (perrcent correct on
n the free reca
all questions) ass a function of passage length
h
Table 12. Mean
(short, med
dium, long).

Density
D
Medium
M
High

Shortt
35.1% (2
25.8%)
32.7% (2
24.2%)

Length
Medium
35.2% (27.2 %)
31.3% (24.4 %)

L
Long
32.7%
% (23.4%)
29.9%
% (23.7%)

Figu
ure 15 shows the
t relationsh
hip between working
w
memoory capacity aand the log-oddds of a correect
response across
a
the six
x conditions, as
a estimated from
f
the logisstic regressionn analysis in w
which we
controlled
d for individual differencess in L2 listeniing compreheension. As waas true for the multiple-chooice
items, working memorry has a positiive, but smaller, impact onn performancee on the free rrecall responsses,
such that individuals with
w greater working
w
memo
ory capacity hhave a higher probability oof making a coorrect
response. These effectss appear to bee similar across all six condditions, as inddicated by thee similar slopes of
the lines.
The impact of den
nsity on accurracy for the reecall items apppears to be consistent acrooss the three llevels
of length (roughly the same
s
distancee between thee solid and dootted lines at eeach level of length), and tthe
effect of length
l
holds for
f both levelss of density (tthe same sizee decrease in aaccuracy at eaach increasingg
level of leength for both
h the solid and
d the dotted liines).

Figure 15. Accuracy (mean log-odds off making a correct response o
on the recall qu
uestions) as a ffunction of passsage
length (sho
ort, medium, long), information density (med
dium, high), and
d working mem
mory capacity, w
while controllin
ng for
differences
s in L2 listening
g ability.

Thesse patterns aree supported by the logistic regression reesults. The moodel coefficieents from the
analysis are
a displayed in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Model coefficients for the rec
call data, while
e controlling forr differences in L2 listening ab
bility. Points
represent the
t model para
ameter estimate
es. Horizontal lines indicate th
he 95% HDIs. T
The black dash
hed vertical line
e
marks zero
o, and the red vertical
v
dashed
d lines indicate the boundariess of the ROPE. The bottom ro
ow defines the
intercept (p
performance on
n the short pas
ssages with me
edium informatiion density); ea
ach row above represents the
e
amount of change require
ed as each facttor is accounte
ed for in the equ
uation.

Startting from the bottom row and
a moving up,
u the interceept indicates th
that, in the baseline referennce
condition,, a participantt with ILR Leevel 2 listenin
ng ability and with averagee working meemory capacitty had
a log-odds of making a correct respo
onse of −0.34
4, which correesponds to appproximately 442% accuracyy. For
medium density
d
passag
ges, no detecttable change was
w found forr medium passsages, as indicated by the
coefficien
nt near zero (β = −0.01) an
nd the HDI being containeed entirely wiithin the ROP
PE. However,
performan
nce drops for long length passages
p
(β = −0.17, HDII = [−0.36, −00.01]).
The negative effect of density (β = −0.15, HDI = [−0.333, 0.02], over 95% of crediible values beelow
zero) indicates that perrformance waas worse on hiigh density paassages. The near-zero parrameters for thhe
d density indiccate negligiblle effects (βs = −0.07 andd less than −0.01,
two interaactions between length and
respectiveely). In other words, the an
nalysis of the recall questioons indicates tthat length annd density
independeently affected
d performancee (i.e., did nott interact).
Look
king at the parrameter estim
mates involvin
ng working m
memory, we seee that workinng memory
capacity is not significantly related to
t performance in the baseeline conditioon (β = 0.08, H
HDI = [−0.122,
0.28]), and 86% of the most crediblee values fall inside
i
the RO
OPE. Moreoveer, there are nno significant
interaction
ns, indicating
g that no real effect
e
of work
king memoryy was detectedd across all sixx conditions.
However,, it is importan
nt to note thatt we controlleed for individdual differences in L2 listenning ability inn this
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analysis. In a separate analysis in which Versant™ scores were not included in the model, working
memory was indeed a strong, positive predictor of recall accuracy (β = 0.57, HDI = [0.35, 0.80]). Here,
unlike the multiple-choice results, the lack of a working memory effect on recall accuracy when L2
listening ability is accounted for in the analysis suggests that the more open-ended free recall outcome
measure was perhaps sufficiently difficult for these L2 learners to eliminate the benefits of having greater
working memory capacity.
Discussion
The results of Study 2b indicate that passage length and information density do not consistently
impact listening comprehension performance for non-native listeners when comprehension is measured
with multiple-choice items. Multiple-choice item accuracy was lower for medium length passages but was
similar for short and long passages and did not differ with density level. Length and density both had
significant effects on recall task performance, however. Recall performance was lower when passages
were dense, and this effect was consistent across all three passage lengths. Length also impacted recall
accuracy such that performance for long passages was worse than that for short passages for both medium
and high density passages (though the effect was significant only for medium density passages). It is
important to consider that the higher average age of Study 2b participants compared to Study 2a
participants may suggest lower overall computer literacy skills, which could be a contributing factor to
the results observed. Nevertheless, English listening proficiency strongly predicted performance on both
tasks, consistent with the results of Study 1. In contrast to the results of Study 2a, greater working
memory capacity was related to more accurate responses for only multiple-choice items. A separate
analysis indicated that working memory’s effect on performance was attenuated (to the extent of being
non-significant for recall items) when English listening proficiency was included in the model. This
suggests that working memory is related both to global L2 listening proficiency and to the L2 listening
abilities measured by our listening task (for similar claims of the importance of working memory to both
global and specific L2 abilities, see Linck, Osthus, Koeth, & Bunting, 2012; 2013).
CONCLUSIONS
The results of Studies 1 and 2b reveal that even dramatic manipulations of the length of listening
passages (from ~1 minute to ~3 minutes) fail to impact the performance of non-native listeners on
multiple-choice comprehension items in a systematic way: although participants were less accurate in
answering items for medium length passages than for short length passages, they were more accurate in
answering items for long length passages than short length passages. It is important to note that the lack
of a consistent effect of length for non-native listeners was not the result of a floor effect: overall accuracy
for the multiple-choice items was nearly 60%, well above chance (25%). The results of Study 2a also fail
to show a consistent impact of length on multiple-choice item accuracy for native listeners, revealing the
same pattern of results: items for medium length passages were harder to answer than those for both short
and long passages.
The lack of an interpretable and consistent effect of length for multiple-choice items is perhaps not
surprising in light of the fact that the multiple choice items were available before, during, and after the
corresponding passage played. The availability of the items throughout passage play meant that the
participants did not need to retain the information necessary for answering the questions until the
completion of the passage and could in fact answer items during the first play of the passage and check
their answers when the passage replayed. Under these circumstances, increasing the length of the passage
did not increase the amount of information the listener had to retain until answering the multiple-choice
questions. The non-linear impact of passage length on performance for the multiple-choice items is
somewhat difficult to interpret, but one potential explanation is that the medium length passages
contained enough additional material to confuse or overwhelm listeners but not enough to provide the
benefit of additional context or enough time to allow listeners to process the information necessary for the
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multiple-choice items. The results for multiple-choice items overall suggest that the impact of length on
listening comprehension is not straight-forward for either native or non-native listeners.
In contrast to the multiple-choice items, there was a small but consistent negative effect of length on
recall item performance in Study 1, and a more sizable negative effect in Study 2b. Even for native
listeners, longer passages yielded worse performance on the recall items (in Study 2a), though this effect
was most pronounced when passages were especially difficult due to having high density. This pattern of
results suggests that the need to process and retain a greater amount of information until moving on to the
recall items negatively affected recall of the specific words heard. Unlike the multiple-choice items, the
recall items were not available to listeners until they had finished hearing all listening material and had
answered the multiple-choice items. For this reason, these items were likely to make greater demands for
listeners to retain the entirety of the passage information for at least a short period of time. The
differential results of the length manipulations on recall and multiple-choice items are also consistent with
previous findings for native speakers in which passage length had an impact on recall but not on
recognition (Schultz, Jr. & Johnson, 1982). Since the multiple-choice items presented potential answers to
participants, recognition of previously heard information was a component of this task. In contrast, recall
items were open-ended, so this task did not involve recognition.
In addition to examining how length affected performance on multiple-choice and recall
comprehension items, Studies 2a and 2b investigated the impact of information density (type/token ratio)
and its potential interaction with length; these studies also explored how participants’ working memory
capacity predicted performance. As for length, neither study found a significant impact of information
density on multiple-choice item performance. However, the results for the recall items suggest that
increased information density does create difficulty for listening comprehension. The native listeners in
Study 2a showed an effect of density on recall item performance that was dependent on length: only for
the long passages did performance suffer on the high compared to the medium density passages. This
result parallels that for length on the recall items, in that the impact of a difficulty manipulation is most
apparent for native listeners when a passage is difficult due to other factors (long length, in this case).
Similarly, performance on the recall items suffered for non-native listener participants in Study 2b when
density of the passage was high. For these participants, however, high density passages were more
difficult than medium density passages even when passage length was short. This pattern of results
indicates that for non-native listeners even the short length passages are sufficiently difficult to see an
impact of increasing density. Combined, the results for the native and non-native listeners support a role
for density and passage length in listening comprehension as measured through recall.
Across the three studies, the most consistent factors predicting performance were English listening
proficiency (for non-native listeners in Studies 1 and 2b) and working memory capacity (in Studies 2a and
2b). Working memory capacity had a consistent positive impact on recall and multiple-choice item
performance for native speakers; this effect did not differ depending on the length or density of the
passage. Working memory also predicted performance on multiple-choice and recall items for non-native
listeners, though this effect was attenuated by including participants’ English listening proficiency in the
model, a factor which also positively predicted performance for these participants. Working memory may
have played a role both in the general skills tapped by the English proficiency test and in the specific
skills required to successfully complete the multiple-choice and recall tasks, resulting in a situation where
the variance accounted for by differences in working memory capacity is partially overlapping with that
accounted for by differences in English listening proficiency.
In sum, the results of the three studies reported here suggest that length and density do not
consistently impact performance on multiple-choice comprehension items of the type included on the
DLPT5, but do influence listening comprehension difficulty for other tasks, such as recall of words used
in the passage. In addition, the results of Studies 1, 2a, and 2b indicate that increased information density
does not interfere with comprehension as measured by multiple-choice items presented co-temporally
with the listening passage.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE PASSAGE (MEDIUM LENGTH, LOW TYPE/TOKEN RATIO)
JB: This is Earth and Sky with a survivor's story.
DB: In the past fifty years, about four million coyotes have been killed in the United States. And these coyotes
have been killed not just by ranchers and farmers alone. They’ve been killed by government agencies. In the
United States, a government agency called Wildlife Services killed eighty-six thousand coyotes in just the year
nineteen ninety-nine alone. But the story of the coyote is a survivor’s story.
JB: Many years ago, coyotes were known to live just in the western United States, but now they are known to
live in almost every state in the United States. They’re known to be in the Bronx! Dr. Bekoff from the
University of Colorado has been studying coyotes for more than twenty-five years. He told us how the coyote
can live through the kind of persecution that pushed other animals to extinction.
Dr. Bekoff: Coyotes are animals with a lot of adaptability. They can live in deserts or they can live in mountains.
They can live in cold or they can live in warmth, and they can live on mice, uh they can live on lizards. Coyotes
have been known to eat rubber, coyotes have been known to eat clothing.
DB: Coyotes are learning to live in a human-dominated world. And Dr. Bekoff says we can learn a lot about
adaptability from coyotes by letting them be.
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APPENDIX B: LENGTH OF PASSAGES (NUMBER OF SYLLABLES)
Short Length
(213–243 syllables)
Low
Medium High
Density Density Density

Medium Length
(328–406 syllables)
Low
Medium High
Density Density Density

Long Length
(699–773 syllables)
Low
Medium High
Density Density Density

Refugees

224

224

231

387

397

395

739

741

749

Vitamin D

213

214

221

406

390

398

719

720

722

***Coyote

219

223

225

333

328

334

706

699

701

AM/PM

243

243

236

355

359

356

715

729

725

Taser

213

218

218

350

351

350

725

719

721

Road and
Rail

230

217

226

375

370

381

773

763

763

***Cosby

222

223

225

359

358

355

734

732

741

214

220

229

337

347

356

725

735

743

225

218

222

363

369

363

733

741

737

Kurds

226

233

224

357

364

356

711

735

731

*Terrorists

227

224

225

353

356

361

748

751

756

*Artful
Brain

224

225

225

355

360

355

748

742

738

Base
Short Title
Level

2

3

*Charter
Schools
***Secretary
Rice

* Single speaker, *** three speakers. All remaining passages have two speakers
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APPENDIX C: DENSITY OF PASSAGES (TYPE/TOKEN RATIO CALCULATED USING MATTR)

Short Length

Medium Length

Long Length

Low
Density
(0.49–
0.54)

Medium
Density
(0.59–
0.63)

High
Density
(0.70–
0.74)

Low
Density
(0.49–
0.55)

Medium
Density
(0.59–
0.65)

High
Density
(0.69–
0.73)

Low
Density
(0.49–
0.54)

Medium
Density
(0.60–
0.65)

High
Density
(0.69–
0.73)

Refugees

0.53

0.59

0.73

0.54

0.62

0.71

0.53

0.60

0.71

Vitamin D

0.53

0.61

0.72

0.53

0.62

0.71

0.53

0.62

0.70

***Coyote

0.54

0.63

0.70

0.53

0.60

0.70

0.54

0.63

0.70

AM/PM

0.50

0.63

0.73

0.55

0.62

0.69

0.53

0.63

0.70

Taser

0.55

0.62

0.71

0.54

0.61

0.71

0.54

0.64

0.73

Road and
Rail

0.50

0.60

0.72

0.53

0.61

0.72

0.54

0.62

0.71

***Cosby

0.54

0.63

0.72

0.55

0.65

0.73

0.54

0.65

0.70

0.62

0.70

0.49

0.61

0.70

0.49

0.62

0.69

0.62

0.74

0.50

0.59

0.71

0.54

0.60

0.70

Base
Short Title
Level

2

3

*Charter
0.49
Schools
***Secretary
0.53
Rice
Kurds

0.49

0.59

0.70

0.52

0.60

0.71

0.51

0.61

0.70

*Terrorists

0.54

0.61

0.74

0.55

0.63

0.72

0.53

0.63

0.69

*Artful
Brain

0.52

0.63

0.74

0.51

0.62

0.70

0.52

0.63

0.70

* Single speaker, *** three speakers. All remaining passages have two speakers
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE MULTIPLE-CHOICE COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS
1. According to the report, what has occurred with coyotes during the last several decades?
They have expanded the area where they live.*
They have attacked more ranch animals.
They have moved away from farm areas.
They have been removed from western states.
2. According to the researcher, Dr. Bekoff, how have coyotes been able to thrive?
Coyotes are able to adapt.*
Coyotes have few enemies.
Coyotes are very intelligent.
Coyotes live far from people.
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE RECALL ITEMS
Medium type/token ratio

Keyword: pushed
Short:
He told us how the coyote is able to live through the kind of persecution that
_______ other animals toward extinction.
Medium:
He told us how the coyote can live through the kind of persecution that
_______ the bison, wolf, and passenger pigeon to extinction.
Long:
Dr. Bekoff told us how the coyote can survive the kind of persecution that
_______ the bison, wolf, and passenger pigeon to extinction.
High type/token ratio

Keyword: pushed
Short:
He told us how this animal is able to survive the kind of persecution that
_______ other species toward extinction.
Medium:
He told us how the coyote is able to survive the kind of persecution that
_______ the bison, wolf, and passenger pigeon toward extinction.
Long:
He told us how the coyote is able to survive the kind of persecution that
_______ the bison, wolf, and passenger pigeon toward extinction.
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APPENDIX F: MODIFIED VERSION OF THE LEAP-Q
Based on LEAP-Q from Marian, Blumenfeld, & Kaushanskaya (2007).

LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE AND PROFICIENCY QUESTIONNAIRE
(LEAP-Q)
[Page 1]
Enter your 8-digit participant ID in the square below:
_________________
Today’s Date:
Age:
Date of Birth:
Please list all the languages you know in order of dominance:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
Please list all the languages you know in order of acquisition (your native language first):
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
How many years of formal education do you have? ______
Please check your highest education level (or the approximate US equivalent to a degree obtained in another
country):
__Less than High School
__Some College
__Masters
__High School
__College
__Ph.D./M.D./J.D.
__Professional Training
__Some Graduate School
__Other
(9) Have you ever had: a vision problem , hearing impairment , language disability , or learning disability
(Check all applicable). If yes, please explain (including any corrections):
__a vision problem: ___________________________
__hearing impairment: _________________________
__language disability: _________________________
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__learning disability: __________________________
[Page 2] (participants complete the same set of questions for each language they listed above).
This is my [native/second/third/fourth/fifth] language.
All questions below refer to your knowledge of X language.
(1) Age when you:
…began acquiring X: _______
…became fluent in X: _______
…began reading in X: _______
…became fluent reading in X: ______
(2) Please list the number of years and months you spent in each language environment:
A country where X is spoken: ______ years
______ months
A family where X is spoken: ______ years
______ months
A school and/or working environment where X is spoken: ______ years ______ months
(3) On a scale from zero to ten, please select your level of proficiency in speaking, understanding, and reading X
from the scroll-down menus:
Scale: 0 = none, 1 = very low, 2 = low, 3 = passable, 4 = below average, 5 = average, 6= above average, 7 =
good, 8 = very good, 9 = excellent, 10 = perfect
Speaking
Understanding spoken
language
Reading

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

8
8

9
9

10
10

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

(4) On a scale from zero to ten, please select how much the following factors contributed to you
learning X:
Scale: 0 = not at all, 5 = moderate contribution, 10= most important contribution
Interacting with friends
Language tapes/self
instruction
Interacting with family
Watching TV
Reading
Listening to the radio

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

8
8

9
9

10
10

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8

9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10

(5) Please rate to what extent you are currently exposed to X in the following contexts:
Scale: 0 = not at all, 5 = half the time, 10 = all the time
Interacting with friends
Language tapes/self
instruction
Interacting with family
Watching TV
Reading
Listening to the radio

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

8
8

9
9

10
10

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8

9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10
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APPENDIX G: ILR SELF-ASSESSMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE LISTENING PROFICIENCY
This self-assessment was developed based on the language proficiency levels set forth by the Interagency Language
Roundtable.

SELF-ASSESSMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE LISTENING PROFICIENCY
To estimate your level of proficiency, start at the lowest level and respond to each statement. For each statement, respond
“yes” or “no.” If a statement describes your ability only some of the time or only in some contexts, you should answer
“no.” If you answer “yes” to every statement in the level, your ability is probably at least at that level. Move on to the
descriptions at the next level. If you answer “no” to one or more statements, then you are likely not at that level.

Level 1
In everyday conversation with people speaking the standard dialect, I can understand speech that is
slow and clear.

□
Yes

□
No

I can understand basic directions and instructions, such as how to get to a local store.

□
Yes

□
No

I can understand questions and answers about basic survival needs, such as meals, lodging,
transportation and time.

□
Yes

□
No

I can understand routine questions about my job, my immediate family and myself.

□
Yes

□
No

I can understand simple statements about a person’s background and occupation.

□
Yes
□
Yes

□
No
□
No

□
Yes

□
No

□
Yes
□
Yes
□
Yes

□
No
□
No
□
No

□
Yes

□
No

I can accurately follow all conversations among native speakers who are speaking at a normal rate
of speech.

□
Yes

□
No

I rarely, if ever, have to ask speakers to paraphrase or explain what they have said.

□
Yes

□
No

If I cannot understand what a speaker tells me, I can understand the statement after it has been
repeated or rephrased slowly and clearly.

Level 2
When people are speaking the standard dialect at a normal rate, I can understand their speech when
it is spoken with some repetition and rephrasing, can understand speech about everyday topics, for
example common personal and family news, well-known current events, and routine situations at
work.
I can understand spoken descriptions of different places, for instance the geography of a country or
location that is familiar.
I can understand uncomplicated stories about current, past and future events.
I can understand at least some details from announcements made over a loudspeaker.
I can usually understand the main idea and basic facts from a short news report on the radio or
television.

Level 3
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I can correctly infer meanings that are not directly stated.
I can understand discussions of ideas and concepts, including proposals and speculation.
I can understand someone’s opinion and the points used to support the opinion.
I can often, if not always, detect the attitudes and feelings of a speaker.
I can understand speech in a professional setting concerning my field of expertise or some
technical subjects, such as a lecture or a panel discussion.
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APPENDIX H: DETAILS OF BAYESIAN STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The full factorial models used for analyzing the data for each study are shown below. Note the following
differences among the models: Studies 1 and 2b, but not Study 2a, included Versant™ scores as a simple
covariate; and for Studies 2a and 2b, but not Study 1, the models included the factorial combination of length
(medium, long), density (medium, high), and Working Memory scores. See below for the equations denoting the
regression models for each study. Following the equations, we describe the models and their respective
interpretations.
Study 1 (Passage Length, controlling for L2 Listening Ability)
ln

1

0

1

medium

long

2

3

Study 2a (Passage Length, Information Density, and Working Memory Capacity)
ln

1
0

1

medium
medium
medium

4
7
10

medium
high
8

long
high

2
5

long

high

3
9

11

high
high
high

high

6

high

Study 2b (Passage Length, Information Density, and Working Memory Capacity, controlling for L2 Listening
Ability)
ln

1
0

4
7
10

1

medium
medium
medium

medium
high
8

high

long
high

2
5

long

3
9

11

high

high
high
high

6

high

12

In all of the models, pij is the modeled probability of a correct response for participant i and passage j; β0 is
the intercept; ui is the subject-specific adjustment to the intercept for participant i; uj is the passage-specific
adjustment to the intercept for passage j; and length(medium)ij and length(long)ij are binary indicator variables
(1 = yes, 0 = no) for a medium and long length, respectively, for passage j heard by participant i. In the models
for Studies 1 and 2b, Versanti is the Versant™ score for participant i. In the models for Studies 2a and 2b,
density(high)ij is a binary indicator variable for high density for passage j heard by participant i, and WMi is the
working memory z-score for participant i.
Due to the dummy coding for length and density, and the use of standardized working memory scores (in
Studies 2a and 2b) and standardized Versant™ scores (in Studies 1 and 2b), the interpretation of the intercept
parameter varies slightly across the three studies. For Study 1, the intercept corresponds to the overall propensity
of the average participant with the sample average L2 listening comprehension ability to give correct responses
to questions from the average short passage. For Study 2a, the intercept corresponds to the overall propensity of
the average participant with the sample average working memory capacity to give correct responses to questions
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from the average short, medium density passage. For Study 2b, the intercept corresponds to the overall
propensity of the average participant with the sample average working memory capacity and L2 listening
comprehension ability to give correct responses to questions from the average short, medium density passage.
Due to the logistic function, a significantly positive intercept would indicate that the probability of making a
correct response is higher than 50%, a significantly negative intercept would indicate that the probability of
making a correct response is lower than 50%, and a non-significant intercept at or near 0 would indicate that the
probability of making a correct response is at or near 50%.
In all of the models, the parameters for length and density indicate how the probability of correctly
responding increases or decreases with changes in length and density, respectively. When included, the
parameter for working memory indicates how the probability of correctly responding changes with a one
standard deviation change in working memory; similarly, the parameter for L2 listening ability (when included)
indicates how the probability of correctly responding changes with a one standard deviation change in Versant™
score. In the models for Studies 2a and 2b, the parameters for the interaction terms involving two categorical
factors (e.g., in Study 2a) indicate how the probability of a correct response changes with particular
combinations of factors. In this way, these parameters indicate contrasts (or deviations) from the baseline levels
for length and density. However, the parameters for the interaction terms involving working memory indicate
how the slope for working memory (i.e.,
in Studies 2a and 2b) changes across particular combinations of
factors. That is, these parameters indicate adjustments to the baseline condition working memory slope.
Specification of prior distributions
As discussed above in the body of the report (see Prior Distributions), we set weakly informative priors for
all model parameters to constrain the model to make unreasonably extreme parameter values less likely a priori,
while still letting the data be the primary source of information driving the values observed in the posterior
distribution (Kruschke, 2011). In WinBUGS, for normal distributions, prior distributions are parameterized by
mean and precision, rather than SD, with precision defined as the inverse of the variance (Kruschke, 2011). For
the intercept and all beta parameters, the priors were set as a normal distribution with a mean of zero and
precision of 0.0625 (corresponding to a SD of 4). With this parameterization of the prior distribution, over 98%
of the viable parameter values fall between −10 and 10. Values at the extreme ends of such a prior distribution
are highly unlikely to occur in logistic regression involving categorical and standardized continuous predictors
and therefore represent a truly uninformative prior distribution. Priors for the subject and passage random
intercepts in each study were set as a normal distribution with a mean of zero and precision of τs and τp,
respectively, where τs and τp were estimated from the study data and therefore had their own priors that were
parameterized as a gamma distribution with shape and rate values set to 1. With this parameterization, the prior
distributions for the random intercept precisions were constrained to have all positive values, with over 99% of
values falling between 0 and 5.
Recall that in Study 2b, we employed an imputation modeling approach to address the issue of missing
Versant™ scores. Due to the added complexity of the imputation models (described below), some tightening up
of the prior distributions was required for the models to converge. These new priors were selected to constrain
the range of plausible parameter values, while still allowing the data serve as the primary source of information
driving the posterior distributions. For the intercept, the prior was set as a normal distribution with a mean of
zero and a precision of 0.2 (SD of approximately 2.24), thus placing the vast majority of plausible values
between −5 and 5. This prior specifies that there is still nearly complete coverage of the probability distribution
on the log-odds scale, and therefore this is still a weakly informative prior distribution. For all beta parameters,
the priors were set as a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a precision of 0.95 (SD of approximately
1.03). This specification is still only weakly informative, with the majority of viable parameter values falling
between −3 and 3.
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MCMC details
Here we provide technical details on the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations of the posterior
distribution. For each analysis, we simulated draws from the posterior distribution in three independent chains.
We set the burn-in to 1000 samples (i.e., the initial 1000 draws were excluded from the final posterior
distribution) to allow the MCMC algorithm to stabilize and achieve convergence. We set the thinning parameter
to 50—that is, we only kept every 50th draw—to prevent autocorrelation. We kept 50 samples from each chain,
leading to a final MCMC sample of 150 draws for each model parameter.
For each reported model, we confirmed that the chains were sufficiently converged by examining visual
plots of the chains for each model parameter. In all cases, autocorrelations were low (nearly zero at a lag of 1)
indicating that the sampled parameter values were independent draws from the posterior distribution. Visual
inspection of the plots indicated that the chains were well-mixed, a necessary condition for convergence of the
algorithm on the true posterior. This was confirmed by computing the value, which is the ratio of betweenchain variance to within-chain variance. Convergence of the chains implies similar between- and within-chain
variance (i.e., a value at or near 1.0), such that an value well above 1.0 indicates that the chains have not
converged. For the reported analyses, all values were at or below 1.10, which has been suggested as a rule of
thumb for indicating good mixing (Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2004).
For Study 2b, the additional uncertainty and estimation imposed by the imputation modeling procedure
required modifications to the MCMC sampling parameters to achieve a stable, converged posterior distribution.
Most notably, the burn-in was increased from 1000 to 10000 in order to allow the MCMC algorithm to stabilize
and converge. We also increased the number of chains from three to five and increased the number of kept
samples from 50 to 150. Thus the final posterior for Study 2b contained 750 samples (vs. 150 in Studies 1 and
2a).
Model interpretation
In logistic regression, due to the nonlinear logistic curve function, model parameters are interpreted in logodds space. Gelman and Hill (2007) suggest as an alternative to the log-odds interpretation of model parameters
that the model parameter divided by 4 provides an estimate of the maximum possible change in probability
correct given a one unit change in a predictor. For example, for Studies 2a and 2b, if the parameter were
estimated to be 0.60, then following Gelman and Hill, we could interpret this parameter as indicating that
switching from short, medium density passages (i.e., the baseline reference condition) to medium length,
medium density passages would correspond to a maximum change of 15% accuracy (.60/4 = .15 probability
correct). We used this interpretation to define the Region of Practical Equivalence (ROPE) as described below.
When examining the posterior distribution, the median value in the posterior distribution for a parameter is
roughly equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimate for that parameter when using weakly informative priors,
as we have done here. The 95% highest density interval (HDI) indicates the range of most credible values for the
parameter, and therefore is much like a confidence interval. That is, similar to null hypothesis significance
testing, if the HDI does not include zero, then we can conclude that the parameter is different from zero. As
stated above, we can also set ROPEs to define a range of values that would be considered equivalent to a null
effect in practice (Kruschke, 2011). If the HDI falls entirely within the ROPE, then we can conclude that the
parameter is practically equivalent to zero.
To define the ROPE, we assumed that if a switch between two conditions (or, for working memory and
Versant™ scores, a one SD change in working memory ability or L2 listening ability, respectively) corresponded
to a maximum change of +/− 5% accuracy or less, this would be considered a minimal change and would be
practically equivalent to a null effect. This corresponds to a beta parameter of 0.20 (since .20/4 = .05). Therefore,
we set the ROPE at +/− 0.20 for all beta parameters.
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Imputation procedure
In Study 2b, approximately 15% of the sample was missing their Versant™ data. To address this, we
employed an imputation modeling approach, by which we imputed a plausible value for any missing data point
at each step in the MCMC sampling algorithm. This imputed value was then included in the substantive analysis
(i.e., the logistic regression). When performing missing data imputation, it is best to incorporate into the
imputation model any available variables that are related to the variable that is missing data. This allows the
imputation model to take into account any known relationships between the imputation predictors and the
missing variable when computing a plausible replacement value at every step in the imputation procedure.
Preliminary analyses and theoretical hypotheses identified the following variables as the most relevant for
inclusion in the imputation model for the Versant™ scores: working memory, overall accuracy on the listening
comprehension task (i.e., percent correct across all conditions), age, age when started learning the L2, level of
education (binary variable, where 1 = more than high school education, 0 = no higher than high school
education), and six of the questions from the ILR Self-Assessment of Foreign Language Listening Proficiency
(after being translated into Spanish).13
To impute values of the Versant™ score within the Bayesian framework, for each MCMC sample, a given
participant’s missing value was imputed by drawing from a normal distribution with mean, µVersant, and precision,
τ Versant, where µVersant was estimated by a regression equation involving the variables identified in the preliminary
analysis, and τ Versant was estimated from the data, with its own prior distribution set as the gamma distribution
with shape of 4 and rate of .125, which corresponded to positive values falling primarily in the range of 0 to 50.
The variables of age, age when started learning the L2, high school education, and the ILR variables also
contained a small amount of missing data themselves (minimum of 1 participant, maximum of 10 participants).
Therefore, separate imputation models were similarly constructed for these variables. For the normally
distributed variables (age, age when started learning the L2), the imputation model’s distribution was
determined similarly to the Versant™ scores, with a mean determined by a regression involving all other
predictors in the imputation models (including versant), and a precision estimated from the data, using the same
priors for the precision as for the Versant™ imputation model. For binary variables (high school education and
the six ILR variables), missing values were imputed by sampling from a Bernoulli distribution with a probability
parameter estimated by a logistic regression involving all other imputation predictors.
Prior to fitting the final models, the effectiveness of the imputation modeling procedures were evaluated by
comparing the results of the substantive regression model (i.e., the regression equation for Study 2b listed at the
beginning of this appendix) when fitted to three subsets of the full dataset: (1) an “artificial complete dataset”
containing only data from participants with observed Versant™ scores (n = 142); (2) an “artificial missing
dataset” in which we artificially created missingness in the artificial complete dataset by removing data for 22
participants (roughly 15% of the artificial complete dataset) in order to match the proportion of missing data in
the full dataset; and (3) an “artificial dropped-cases data” (n = 120) for which we excluded those 22 cases in the
artificial missing dataset with missing Versant™ scores, to simulate the effect of dropping incomplete cases from
the analysis. The results of the model fitted to the artificial complete dataset provide an estimate of the “true”
relationships (i.e., β coefficients) for this artificial dataset that contains no missing data. If the imputation
modeling procedure is working as intended, the artificial missing results should look similar to the artificial
complete results, and a comparison of these two results can provide insights into the impact of the additional
uncertainty introduced in the missing-data analysis. Note that, for the artificial missing-data analysis, some
differences from the artificial complete-data analysis are expected in the estimated parameters due to the fact
that we are appropriately incorporating the uncertainty we have regarding the imputed data values. Finally, a
comparison of the artificial dropped-cases results to the artificial complete results demonstrates how dropping
cases with missing data would impact our inferences regarding the model parameters (i.e., effects).

13

One of the can-do statement was for ILR Level 1 (“basic directions and instructions”) and the remaining five were for
ILR Level 3 (“follows all conversations between native speakers”, “rarely asks to repeat”, “inferential/indirect meaning”,
“debates, proposals, and speculations”, and “opinion and points to support it”). See Appendix G.
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Table H-1 reports the model parameters and HDIs for the simple effect of L2 listening ability (the variable
with missing data) on task performance. There are two important observations to note. First, the imputation
modeling approach produced much more accurate (i.e., valid) model parameters than the dropped-cases analysis,
which underestimated the magnitude of the true relationship. Second, the HDI widths for both the artificial
missing (with imputed data) and the artificial dropped-cases analyses are larger than the artificial complete-data
analysis, and the HDIs are similarly wide for both approaches. This is expected, given that the imputation
approach incorporates additional uncertainty regarding the imputed values, whereas the dropped-cases approach
loses data – and therefore statistical power – by excluding cases.
Table H-1. Model parameters (βs) and HDI widths for the relationship between Versant™ and accuracy, as estimated by the
substantive model.

Analysis
Artificial complete-data
Artificial missing-data with imputation
Artificial dropped-cases data
Note. HDI = highest density interval.

β
0.383
0.382
0.348

Width of HDI
0.024
0.030
0.030

A second important source of evidence that the imputation modeling approach was functioning properly
comes from an examination of the model parameters and HDI widths for the relationship between WM (which
had no missing data) and accuracy. See Table H-2 for these results. Again, an examination of the model
parameters and HDI widths indicates that the imputation modeling approach was functioning properly. First, as
with the Versant™ scores, the imputed-data parameter estimates for the simple effect of WM were substantially
more accurate than those from the dropped-cases analysis, which overestimated the magnitude of the WM—
accuracy relationship. Second, the HDI widths for the imputed analysis are wider than the complete-data
analysis: as expected, because WM and Versant™ scores are somewhat related, the additional uncertainty in the
Versant™ scores was carried through to the substantive analysis and (appropriately) impacted our certainty in the
WM—accuracy relationship. Note also that the dropped-cases HDIs were the widest of all three analyses,
further suggesting that simply dropping cases with missing values Versant™ scores would have negatively
impacted our estimate of the WM effects (likely due to the smaller sample size).
Table H-2. Model parameters (βs) and HDI widths for the relationship between working memory and accuracy, as estimated
by the substantive model.

Analysis
Artificial complete-data
Artificial missing-data with imputation
Artificial dropped-cases data
Note. HDI = highest density interval.

β
0.522
0.591
0.688

Width of HDI
0.160
0.176
0.227

To summarize, in this artificial simulation of missing data using a subset of the real data, we incorporated
as much information as available regarding WM, Versant™, and task performance within the analysis by
imputing plausible values for the missing Versant™ scores, rather than simply excluding cases with missing data.
This imputation modeling approach provided more valid estimates of the true relationships between task
performance and both Versant™ (i.e., the variable with missing values) and WM (i.e., a variable with no missing
values). In contrast, the standard practice of dropping cases with missing values not only introduced uncertainty
to the resulting model parameters, but in fact it produced inflated estimates of the WM effects.
Summary
We opted to use Bayesian analysis methods because they provided a coherent approach that both supported
the goals of the study (e.g., estimating our confidence in a predicted null effect) and addressed peculiarities of
the dataset (i.e., missing data). We set weakly informative priors to allow the data to be the primary determinant
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of the inferences drawn from the analyses. A simulation test run demonstrated that the imputation modeling
procedure adequately preserved the multivariate relationships between key variables in the analysis, while
appropriately propagating and incorporating uncertainty through the entire analysis in a coherent, unified
manner.
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APPENDIX I: DEMOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTORS FOR ALL STUDIES
Study 1
Table I-1. Descriptive statistics Study 1 participants

(n=52)

Age
Length of residence
(n=51, 1
in L2 country (yrs)
omitted)*
(n=46, 6 omitted)*
30.0 (8.3)
3.5 (4.8)
Mean (SD)
18.0
0.0
Min
62.0
20.0
Max
28.0
1.0
Median
*omitted participants did not provide this information

Time spent in school/work
environment where L2 is used
(yrs) (n=43, 9 omitted)*
6.2(4.8)
.08
21
4

Table I-2. Highest level of education attained Study 1 participants

(n=52)

Frequency

Percent

High school
Some college
Professional
training
College
Some graduate
school
M.A.
Ph.D./M.D./J.D
(missing)
Total

10
5
2

20
10
4

Cumulative
percent
20
24
33

23
1

45
2

78
80

8
1
1
52

16
12
2
100.0

96
98
100.0

Study 2a
Table I-3. Descriptive statistics of Study 2a participants

Mean (SD)
Min
Max
Median

Age
(n=172
18.6 (0.5)
18
20
19
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Study 2b
Table I-4. Descriptive statistics of Study 2b participants

Mean (SD)

Age
(n=161, 8
omitted)*

Length of residence in
L2 country (yrs)
(n=144, 25 omitted)*

Time spent in school/work
environment where L2 is used
(yrs) (n=140, 29 omitted)*

37.6 (11.4)

12.5 (10.1)**

7.5 (7.03) **

Median
38
11
5
S.E.
0.9
0.84
0.59
Min
18
0
0
Max
66
59
38
*Omitted participants did not respond to questionnaire item
**Decimals represent months reported by participants
Table I-5. Highest level of education attained for Study 2b participants

Frequency Percent
Less than High
School
High School
Professional
Training
Some college
College
Some Graduate
School
Masters
Ph.D./M.D./J.D.
Other
(missing)
Total

2

0.01

Cumulative
percent
0.01

33
16

0.2
0.09

0.21
0.3

36
47
5

0.21
0.28
0.03

0.51
0.79
0.82

12
3
4
11
169

0.07
0.02
0.02
0.07
1.00

0.89
0.91
0.93
1
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